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Admiral Stansfield Turner, and Five Other 

Distinguished Americans To Be Honored 

at Br ant 

Six distinguished Americans 
will receive Bryant's highest 
honors at the College's 114th 
Commencement Exercises to 
take place on Saturday, May 21, 
1977 at 10 a.m. on the College 
Athletic Field in Smithfield, 
Rhode Island, (in case of 
inclement weather, College 
Gymnasium). Admiral Stans­
field Turner, Director of Central 
Intelligence wi ll be the 
Commencement Speaker. Some 
7,000 College officials, faculty' 
members, students, relatives, 
friends and dignitaries are 
expected to attend. 
Along with Admiral Turner, 
who will receive the degree of 
Doctor of Science in Education, 
Honorary Degrees of Doctor of 
Science in Business Administra­
College's 114th Commencement 

tion will be conferred upon The 
Honorable Ella. T. Grasso, 
Governor of the State of 
Connecticut; Demetrious 
Haseotes, Chairman of the 
Board, Cumberland Farms 
Dairy, Inc.; The Reverend 
Thomas R. Peterson, O.P., 
President of Providence College; 
and Charles J . Wielgus, a 1947 
Bryant graduate, Senior Vice 
President of Dun & Bradstreet 
Companies, Inc. Joseph R. 
Weisberger, Presiding Justice, 
Providence Superior Court, will 
receive the degree of Doctor of 
Humane Letters. 
DR. WILLIAM T. O'HARA. 
who too~ office in September 
1976, will be formally invested as 
President of Brvant College 
during these commencement 
ceremonies. Dr. William P. 
Robinson, Jr., Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees, will present 
the . investiture address and 
confer the Presidential 
Medallion. 
Six hundred and fifty 
candidates will be presented for 
Degress in course. The Graduate 
School will present masters 
degrees to liS men and women. 
Dr. William P. Robinson, Jr., 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of the College, will 
officially convene the 
Commencement. The Honor­
able J. Joseph Garrahy, 
Governor of the State of Rhode 
Island, will bring the greetings 
from the community. 
Dr. William T. O'Hara, 
President of Bryant, will preside. 
The invocation will be given by 
tpe Reverend Donat A. Barrette, 
Bryant College Religious 
Counselor, and the benediction 
will given by the Reve'rend 
Granville V, Henthorne, Jr., 
Rector St. George's Church, 
Central Falls. The citations for 
each of the H 
be by 
Gertrude Meth Hochberg, Vice 
President for Public Affairs. 
Charles J . Wielgus will deliver 
the "Alumni Charge." 
Immediately following the 
formal exercises, the entire 
assembly of some 5,000 persons, 
including graduates, their 
families, officials and guests, are 
invited to attend the traditional 
Commencement Reception on 
the Student Plaza in front of the 
new Student Center. 
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And so 
Another year of learning and another year of 
forgetting. A plentiful year of good times and a 
year of continuous bad moments. Definitely a 
year for accomplishing and remembering. 
There is an expressIon, legal in origin, -stating 
that, "Time is of the essence." People are 
always in a hurry. I don't.understand why. Time 
passes quickly enough without pushing it. Ask 
any senior how fast this past year has gone. And 
this was a year to accomplish and remember. 
Looking back, what has been your most 
memorable experience this year? What one 
incident has remained in your mind as the high 
point of 1976-77? Can you think of what it is? 
Easily? I hope so, for this was a great year for 
accomplishing and remembering. . 
And this year is gone. 
My writing is usually done in an abstract view. 
It changes tracks, trains of thought, points of 
view, and tends to be in excess of what might be 
considered "proper." The flow is not always 
smooth and the topics can be wide in range, but 
within every piece of my writing, there is some 
main theme. There exists an idea or concept that 
deals with the people or the environment around 
us. This holds true with humorous articles as 
well as editorials. It holds true with the preceding 
paragraphs. 
To some, my writing will make no sense at all. 
But hopefully, a few will know what I'm talking 
about. 
As this year concludes, I find myself with 
mixed feelings concerning the paper. The 
Archway has been the greatest in many ways. It 
has been the greatest learning experience I have 
ever had, and at times, it has been the greatest 
pain in the lower unit. (Especially this issue!) But 
one factor has remained constant and that is the 
total cooperation and efforts given by the staff. 
I would wager that 75 percent of this year's 
graduating class have no idea how the paper is 
produced or the amount of time it requires. I also 
doubt if they realize the personal sacrifices so 
often made by the staff. The demands are as 
frequent as they are continuous. I would like to 
thank those who have met these demands 
throughout the year. Without their efforts and 
support, The Archway would have never been 
able to accomplish what it has. 
To those graduating, may you find success in 
your future endeavors, whatever they may be. 
And those who will be returning, I hope you will 
be able to continue in your same capacities. But 
in the end, the final words can only by "Thank 
You." 
_+. £VITO'll·5' Dear Editor, 
~_ 't_ 4&' The Resident Assistant
..,.:.$.... ~ program is one that supposedly 
....~.,_~I picks students to maintain 
another year comes to an end. 

certain standards throughout 
the dorms and townhouses. 
Usually these students are 
familiar with the school and 
various facets of resident life. If 
this is so, then how can someone 
who has never gone to Bryant 
become a R.A.? 
One of the R.A.'s recently 
selected for a girl's dorm has 
never lived on campus. She was 
previously a R.A. at another 
school and is transferring to 
Bryant for the fall semester. This 
transfer, even though she 
probably is fairly intelligent and 
quick to learn, will be a 
newcomer here in the fall, just 
like the freshmen. How can a 
person, who will be familiarizing 
herself with the administration, 
faculty, school layout, and 
Soccer Team - In Trouble?? 

Dear Editor, 
I would like to make the entire 
Bryant community aware of the 
diIema which the soccer team is 
now facing. The members of the 
team feel that our present head 
coach is a detriment to the future 
soccer program. The team 
members have lost all forms of 
respect for him. Many reasons 
were involved in formulating 
this decision. A coach should 
receive respect, maintain 
control. and give guidance. 
. one of thes atlribut ba c 
been shown by the coach. As the 
soccer team discovered this 
problem, in trying to resolve it, 
they asked the coach to resign. 
The soccer team submitted a 
letter signed by all of the 
members (except two) in a 
desperate effort to relieve the 
coach of his position. 
A meeting was called of all the 
team members and the coach to 
discuss this problem. The coach 
said he would consider the 
situation and inquire within the 
Athletic ' Department. Having 
failed to see the Athletic 
Department, he decided that he 
wanted to have a week of spring 
practice. (possibly to see if we 
could resolve the conflicts.) 
Originally, the team brought 
this problem to the captains. 
Captains, being leaders , 
naturally become the spokesmen 
for the team. N ow as the ~pring 
practice starts. the team finds 
out that our head spokesman. 
Captain Robby Kaye, is 
suspended from practice. The 
coach's excuse being that he 
strictly forbids any word of an 
Immoral nature. It so happens 
that in our original meeting with 
the coach, m'any words were 
fl ung around, not only by Our 
captains, but by the team 
members. We fel t the language 
was not harsh in its context 
because it was simply common 
dialogue. In fact, the coach did 
indulge once in a sudden spurt of 
anger to a spectator in a crowd at 
the Barrington game, September 
22, 1976. So I feel that the way a 
person expresses itself is hardly 
any grounds for suspension, 
especially the captain. If the . 
policies and procedures be 
expected to guide a student 
properly. 
Also, just because a person 
has experience doesn't mean that 
they would do a better job than 
someone without experience. A 
. student currently enrolled at 
Bryant might be just as good, but 
when not given the chance, has 
no way to demonstrate his or her 
skills. It all goes back to the 
saying: How is one to get 
experience if no one gives him or 
her a chance? 
A Bryant student could have 
been given the job and the 
transfer student placed in an 
alternate position. If the Bryant 
student didn't do the job well, 
then they could be fired. Other 
people have transferred to 
Bryant coming from the position 
of R.A. at their previous schools . 
and waited a year to acquaint 
coach feels that he can rid 
himself of the problem by 
expelling the captain, (our 
spokesman), he will realize soon 
that this situation is a team' 
effort. 
Yet, the problem still remains. 
The Athletic Department-won't 
fire him because a verbal 
contract was made (no written 
contract exists) after last season 
that another season would be 
given to the coach. The team 
n'l even Q5idcr lQ, . 
decision. It is at the perint now 
when many players will not play 
next year if this coach remains. 
So, I ask anyone who has any 
compassion for soccer of any 
other people who have 
experienced this situation before 
if you could give the Athletic 
Department a call and get some 
pressure on this problem. This is 
our last plea! Please Help ... and 
get on the ball Athletic . 
Department. 
Sincerely, 

Michael Patrick Kelly 

Must Resign 

Dear Editor, 
Due to uncontrollable 
circumstances, I tind it necessary 
·to resign my posiiion as 
Treasurer of the Student Senate 
and S tuden t Programming 
Board. In my past two and a half 
years here at Bryant I have 
witnessed many a change in the 
people and the philosophies of 
the Student Senate. We have 
experienced the birth of the 
Programming Board: which has 
proven to be a great asset to the 
Senate in the attempt to provide 
the student body with the best 
entertainment for their money. 
The clubs a nd organizations 
on campus have been well taken 
care of by a generous and fair 
Senate Ways & Means 
Committee. Monies have been 
spent wisely and I feel that the 
majority of students are well 
satisfied with services being 
rendered. 
I truly believe that the Senl'.te 
has just begun to show its 
potential. We truly believe that 
the Senate has just begun to 
show its potential. We ha ve 
proven that the Senate, working 
in coope ration with t he 
administration and the other 
organizations on campus that 
can accomplish great things. I 
hope that this growth and 
expansion will continue in the 
future, but always be aware of 
the STUDENT'S pro blems and 
remember that we, the Senate 
are here to serve them. 
The Senate has indeed helDed 
me grow in many ways and I ~ill 
always remember the fine people 
I have had the pnvilege of 
dealing with here at Bryant 
roilege. I will remain in office 
until May II, 1977 so if anyone is 
interested in thejob, simply drop 
a note in my Senate mailbox. 
Sincerely, 

Timothv J. Tracey 

May 11, 1977 
before applying for the job. Isn't 
that the way it should be done? 
Lastly, students already 
attending Bryant have been 
paying tuition here for at least 
one year and have much more 
money and time invested in thi 
school. On that basis alone, Tfeel 
that they should have first 
chance_at being hir~d for a job. 
Perhaps a closer look should 
be given to the procedures 
concerning the hiring of R.A.'s. 
Sincerely, 

Janet Swartz 

Thank You 
Dear Editor, 
As the finals days of school 
come to a close, I would just 
like to thank three teachers who 
haye particularly made my 
education at Bryant rewarding. 
While many of the teachers that 
I've met during my four years 
here have been outstanding, 
these three have gone out of their 
way to help me make the 
advancement toward a career in 
oun . 
I'd fIrSt like to thank Mic ey 
Perlow for giving me the best 
opportunity to work in "the real 
world." It was the best think that 
could have happened to me, and 
I hope to repay Mick with some 
Padres world series tickets in the 
distant future. 
Secondly, I want to thank 
Bryant's "Mad Auditor" for his 
'screaming sessions. Mr. 
Provost, with his constant 
outbursts and other wild tactics. 
provided the force that made me 
(and a number of other seniors) 
continued 10 p. 4 col. 3 
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OpinionThank You 
Dear Editor, 
On behalf of the BRYCOL 
Board of Directors and the 
student who frequent the 
Country Comfort, I would like 
to express my gratitude for the 
fou r hundred dollars allotted us 
for the purpose of entertainment 
this semester. 
I am pleased that you saw fit 
to provide us with these funds 
even though the number of 
students we can serve at one time 
is less than that of the Student 
Center. Judging by the capacity 
crowds in the Comfort each 
night that we have an 
entertainer, I would say most of 
the student body has benefitted 
from these functions. 
The Country Comfort lends 
itself quite well to the various 
vocalists and groups who have 
performed there. Students seem 
to find the atmosphere enjoyable 
and have repeatedly asked if we 
will have entertainment more 
often now. 
By allocating this money to 
BR YCOL you have truly helped 
us to provide a service to the 
students of Bryant College, and 
as you know, providing these 
services is BRYCOL's main 
function. 
Once again, I would like to 
thank the entire Programming 
Board for helping to make -the 
Country Comfort a nicer place 
for the students. I hope the 
Board will consider us when 
making plans for entertainment 
In t c upcoming year. 
Sincerel~ :ours. 
BRYCOL TUDENT 
SERVICES FOUNDAT ION, 
I~C. 
V. arol Kerr 

President 

A Suggestion 
Dear Editor, 
With spring in bloom, I think 
it is appropriate to comment on 
"the paths between the 
unistructure and dormitories." 
They look terrible! What will 
these ruts look like in a few 
years, the Grand Canyon? Now 
I'm not going to ask everyone to 
use the walk ways, because even 
[ would continue using these 
shortcuts as long as no obstacle 
impeded me. The key word here 
is obstacle. 
In my opinion, it would be 
fu tile to reseed these areas , since 
the situation would obvious ly 
recur. Also, since it would be 
neither practical nor attractive 
to black top everyone's shortcut, 
I would like to suggest that more 
bushes be planted at strategic 
points to encourage students to 
use the walk ways. In some cases 
only a couple such bushes at one 
end of the path would divert the 
heaviest flow of traffic onto the 
walk ways. 
In using the shortcuts now, 
we're really not saving that many 
steps and I'm sure we could all 
use the exercise. Despite all of 
our gripes about Bryant, we all 
have to admit that we do have a 
beaut iful campus. Can't we keep 
it that way? 
Sincerely, 

DougJa Stone 

Within two weeks the class of 
1977 will become the 1 1 4th 
graduating class of Bryant 
College. Many of the graduates 
were freshmen during the 1973 
Orientation program. To say the 
least, we have seen change. 
During the first year at Bryant 
many people viewed the 
institution as a tight-knit, well­
managed organization where 
very few, if any, mistakes were 
made. The student body had 
very little say in anything. In 
fact, the Senate's hands were tied 
much of the time. There were a 
few controversial issues that 
arose; however, they were dealt 
with and removed from public 
view in virtually no time at all. 
During the summer of 1974 
much ground work was 
established for a number of 
issues, including the incorpora­
tion proposal of BR YCOL, and 
by September, the "back burner" 
was a bit warmer than simmer. 
During the months that followed 
more and more issues became 
obvious; however, the speed and 
efficiency with which the 
administrative offices could 
handle them slowly broke down. 
At the beginning of the spring 
semester, issues came to a boil; 
and despite a concerted effort on 
the part of members of Big 7 to 
avoid the pro blems, an 
organiz.ational boycott resulted. 
Within a week or so the 
Trustees met with student and 
facu l!. leaders to discus the 
problems tbat the collegc faced. 
Cenain short-range changes 
were made by the Trustees to 
aUe\l te conflicts that were 
present. In the end the Board of 
Trustees accepted the 
President's resignation as a 
result of a report by an objective 
three-man panel. 
Members of the Class of 1975 
believed that change was right 
around the corner; however, 
time proved that progress is not 
that easy. Unfortunately, they. 
could not begin to understand 
the complexity of the problems 
that were inherent with change. 
During the 1975-76 academic 
year much progress was made in 
a number of areas. Construction 
began for a new Student Center, 
and although it was not the 
original concept and did not 
meet the expectations of many , 
we as a student body are better 
off with it today than without it 
last year. BRYCOL began to 
face the Jong hard road of 
acceptance and recognition, 
both of which it has attained . 
However, despite progress in 
many areas, much of the old­
style management concepts 
continued to cause conflict 
within the institution. Many 
people (students, faculty, and 
administrators alike) took a wait 
and see attitude towards the 
College. They anticipated the 
result of the Presidential Search 
process, a leader that was 
receptive to all constituencies in 
the College. 
I view the appointment of Dr. 
O'Hara as the most signi ficant 
change that has occurred in 
many years at Bryant. rom Mt. 
Saint Mary College, he brought 
by Michael D. Hammer 
with him a dynamic leadership 
style, as well as the genuine 
quality and ability to listen to 
members of the community and 
make decisions beneficial to all 
constituencies. However, once 
again members of the 
community expected radical and 
immediate change. There are 
people that were lost in the 
shuffle again this year, however, 
we must carefully analyze the 
situation. A new President, 
appointed by the Board of 
Trustees, could not possibly 
have the power that the position 
once did; that was the theme of 
the boycott of 1975. Members of 
the community felt that the 
President had too much power. 
What I am suggesting is that it 
will take time for the community 
to adapt to the President and for 
him to adapt to his Board of 
Truste-......... · 
We have also witnessed much 
change in the Board of 
Trustees, too. They are meeting 
much more regularly, and the 
Board'_s compostion has 
changed. The Chairman of the 
Board is from the "educational 
model," and as such can aid in 
estabI1shing educationally 
oriented goals for the institution. 
The Vice-Chairman of the Board 
brings new youth and vibrancy 
to the board that is remarkable. 
As a Bryant alumnus, his 
dedication towards the 
institution has been demonstra­
ted time and time again. In fact. 
during the short time that he ha, 
beeD Tru H:e . he ha d 
cotnnUlnded re peel from his 
peers; as they re-elected him to a 
five-year term and elected him as 
Vicc-C irman. II I )nl} a 
matter of time before the change 
that everyone has expected f OT 
the last few years occurs. We all 
would have wanted it to happen 
at an earlier date, however, 
progress does take time. 
Once again we have witnessed 
conflict in certain areas. The 
President has been the "referee," 
and although he has not made 
decisions that everyone has been 
in agreement with, he has made 
many decisions that were against 
the recommendations of his 
"cabinet." We must all realize 
that he has done a lot oflistening 
this year, and as a result. he has 
been placed in the position oJ 
referee in too many instances. At 
a point in time in the near future, 
change will occur in top-level 
management jobs. As a result. 
the community should be able to 
work more harmoniously. This 
is not my personal opinion, it is 
shared by many as the 
handwriting has been on the wall 
for a long time. When this 
happens. it will release the 
President from his referee 
positic I e will be able 
to be the visible leader for the 
college. alumni. and business 
community alike. 
Since I began my "retirement" 
from BRYCOl some two 
weeks ago ibave been able to 
view the accomplishments of the 
orga nization from a more 
objective standpoint. Many 
people have commended my Someday in the near future, 
leadership as a major reason for' BRYeOL, as well as other 
its success. The term leadership practical experience situations 
could not begin to take true will afford academic compensa­
meaning without people to work tion for the efforts of their 
with the leader. The major important people. Education is 
reason for its success is the being forced in this direction. 
number of dedicated people in From Orientation, 1976, 
the organization. These people BR YCOL began to be accepted 
are totally dedicated to the by more and more people. This 
cause. was not the case last year. Two 
The mere fact that the people are to be recognized for 
organization is so complex, their achievements above and 
being totally student-operated beyond the call of duty. These 
and growing so fast in the last two people worked for 
eighteen months while the same BR YCOL when the easiest thing 
students carry full academic to do for BRYCOL was quit. 
loads. is amazing. Many people Kevin McGarry and Glenn Jette 
viewed my tenure as BRYCOL gave everything they had to the 
President as the "guy who ran organization. Without their 
BR YCOL." One person could efforts, BRYCOL might not be 
not possibility run BRYCOL-it as visible as it is today. Without 
is too large and complex to run their inspiration, guidance, and 
for one person. It is very support, I would not be able to 
satisfying for me to be able to boast about the success of the 
Ienjoy the Country Comfort's organization today. 
loperation arid know that the 
BRYCOL tradition will follow Recognition and support 
for years. During the first few from the college community 
months, influential people in the cannot be the only motivating 
college pushed the "continuity force for you to work and strive 
factor." What will happen wher for your goal. You only achieve 
you leave Bryant? The last ,two this after you have proven to the 
weeks have proven, beyond a en t ire com m u nit y t hat 
doubt, that BRYCOL will your ideals are good. One 
perpetuate. BRYCOL is now must look to other means for 
receiving the acceptance and motivation. If you believe in the 
recognition from the entire organization or ideal that you 
community, despite the fact that are working for and know that 
certain people personally oppose you are doing your best, you 
the concept. It has grown and should be able to motivate 
will continue to grow by leaps yourself and continue to strive 
and bounds. for the best. Recognition is 
As 1 commented earlier. the great. but it always occurs after 
t n th' in lh pc p T e the fact. 
student. give more oftbem Ives B ~ afforded me the 
because they believe in the opportunity to grow as a person. 
concept and enjoy the and the institution v.ilh t hr 
challenge. BR y eO l offen. the -man} ~rcat pc pI li ~ 
commended. Brya nt has so 
Lpportunit " to obtain practical much potential, and in the near 
experience in management. an future. it will be able to achieve 
extension of the classroom it. The group of people that 
learn"ing process, and a part of entered the institution in the fall 
education that is so important of 1973 are leaving a better 
for the business community. Bryant in the spring of 1977. 
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V ice Presidential ' MBA , Highlights Search Committee Student Senate 
by Dean Lebovitz 
seated in the rear of theCongratulations to 
assembled undergraduates. TheOur New MBA's reason being that the degrees will 
Sincere and warm congratula­ be awarded in the following 
:ions to our 115 MBA's who will order: Associate Degrees first, 
be receiving thl"ir diplomas at Bachelor's Degrees next and 
Commencement, Sat~rday, Graduate Degrees last but not 
May 2 i, on the Bryant Campus. least. 
You all deserve the highest 7. When the time comes for 
commendation for your you to receive your degree, Vice 
motivation, perseverance, and President Smith will ask you , the 
accomplishment in successfully candidates for the MBA, to 
attaining your Master's Degrees stand, and I will ask you to come 
evenings. Also, a special to the platform. 
commendation to your families­ 8. At the platform, you will go 
wives, parents, children, etc.­ up the steps, one by one, and 
who encouraged you to present your card to me. After I 
undertake graduate study, and read your name, you will cross to 
to pursue it to its successful the mid-platform. There, Doctor 
conclusion. Welcome to the Smith will give your Diploma to 
Graduate World! Best wishes for President O'Hara who will 
a most satisfying commence­ present it to you. 
ment. 9. You are now officially an 
\iBA!Here are a Few 10. Thereafter, you willReminders to Our proceed to the other end of theGraduatin2 MBA's platform, down the steps, and 
for Commencement return to your seat. 
I. Get there early, at icast b:, II. When the ceremonies are 
8:00 a.m., but no later than 8:30 ended, you will march out of the 
a.m., for several reasons. One of Commencement area to the 
them is to be able to pick up your Dispensal area, at the 
gymnasium . The officialcap, gown, and hood at the 
gymnasium. Another is to avoid ceremonies will be over. 
any traffic tie up and to be able 12. For those who would like a 
bite to eat before the ceremonies,to park your vehicle without 
the Snack Bar in the Studentdifficu lty. 
Center will be open from 7:00 to2. After our MBA's have their 
10:00 a.m. After the ceremony,caps, gown, and hoods, they will 
refreshments for all will beassemble on the far side of the 
pond in the dormitory area. available at the President's 
(Check the location on the chart Reception in the Student Center 
that you received.) area. 
13. And. for those who would 
and de Tarnowsky will )ine you like to browse and purchase 
up a lpha betica lly in preparation books and souvenirs, the 
for the academic procession and Bookstore will be open from 
proper seating, and have you fill 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and from 
out the cards that you will 12:00 noon to 2:30 p.m. 
present when you go on the 
3. There. Professors Gould 
And if it Rains platform to receive your degree. 
4. Before the procession starts, Bryant has been very 
a group picture of our MBA's f,Htunate to date. Our 
will be taken. Ifyou arrive at the Commencements have always 
Campus too late, you may not had fair weather. But, if it should 
get into this picture. rain. the Commencement 
5. The procession will wind its Exercises will be held in the 
way 	around the pond, through gymnasium. Because of limited 
seating, Degree candidates will the 8ryant Archway,the 
Unistructure and finally to the be limited to two guests per 
track area where the Commence­ candidate. Your other guests, of 
ment exercises will be held. course, are most welcome to visit 
6. There the MBA's will be the U nistructurc 
German Measles Marks 
The Campus 
(Bryant College Health Service) 

Approximately twenty-five 

infected with the disease earlier. . cases of Rubella (German 
Any Bryant women nowMeasles) have occurred on 
pregnant should contact theircampus within the past week. 
private physician and the HealthThe number of cases is enough to 
Service of Bryant Collegequalify as a small epidemic. 
immediately. Prevention of theRubella is of major public 
exposure of an unborn fetus tohealth significance. Prior to the 
the disease is possible, if contactdevelopment of an effective 
with a physician is madevaccine in 1969, thousands of 
promptly.miscarriages and deformed 
children were the result of R ubelJa IS a viral disease easily 
exposures of susceptible women transmitted from one person to 
during early pregnancy. To another. Typically, the person 
combat this problem, systematic will develop a mild illness 
immunization of children was characterized by malaise, low­
begun in 1969. The concern over grade fever, cough, swollen 
Rubella has waned over recent glands behind the ears or the 
years, until it's reported back of the neck and a rash. The 
outbreaks such as the one now at rash usually spreads from the 
Bryant. About 10-20 percent of face and neck and then 
college-age women are presently downward across the body. The 
considered to be susceptible, disease usually lasts three days 
having not been immunized or after the outbreak of the rash
. ~ 
A Committee of six has been 

assigned to seek a Vice President 
 The meeting was called to look into the possibility offor Public Affairs upon the order by Ray Shideler at 3:30 in 	 making one or more of the 
retirement of Gertrude Meth Room 342. Sharon McGarry 	 College's pianos easi ly 
Hochberg on July 31. Mrs. made a motion to accept the 	 accessable to the student body.
Hochberg is leaving Bryant after minutes. It was seconded and ,1\ motion was made and passed. 
twe 'I' -t:ig,;! years of outstand­ passed. Ray said that there is still A temporary committee was also 
tng service to the college, first as a Junior Seat open and asked all set up called the Piano Research 
Director of Public Relations and Senators to be at next week's Committee headed by Deanna 
twoPublications, and, since 	 meeting to vote on the Grader and Kathie Foley. Jon 
candidates who have submittedOctober, 1975, as Vice President also asked for a vote of 
letters. Ray also outlined thefor Public Affairs. Members of confidence to try to get
office procedure for the newthe committee include: 	 a music program started at 
office. Bryant. voteProfessor Bianca Bernstein, 	 The was of Jeff Galli looked into the poor confidence was given. Sharonrepresenting the faculty; lighting on campus with McGarry asker. if somethingGeorges Bockstael '39, recently maintenance and they said that could be done to limit the tennis
retired Admissions Director of the timing was off and they 
Rhode Island Junior College, would try to fix it. The SPB courts to the Bryant Commu­
alumni representative; Dr. nity. She also asked aboutmembers will each receive a 
Clarissa Patterson, Aoministra-	 lighting of the courts for nightplaque for the work done in the 
playing. Ray said he would looktion; G. Russell LeBeau, 	 past year. Spring Weekend was 
into getting security to help us Trustee: Howard Rappaport, discussed and the budget 
'ituctent representative; and Dr. presented for the Senate's out. Ray said that the position of 
George C. Craig, for Dean of approval. A motion was made Speaker of the Council is open to 
Admissions for BryanL and passed unanimously. Most all senators. He asked each 
Chairman. of the events for the weekend will Senator to think about the 
be free. Scott Matty represented position and anyone who is
continued from p. 2 col. 5 
the Marketing Club and RSAG 	 interested should come forth at go out job hustling instead of in asking for funds for a mixer 	 next week's meeting. He
throwing in the towel. As many on September 16. The $700 	 suggested talking to John Oakes 
of us discovered. it was all well would cover costs for the band, before making a decision. The 
worth the effort. security, and any other expenses. meeting was adjourned at 4:55. 
Finally, lowe most of what A motion was made to give them 
I've learned at Bryant to Richard 	 Attendancethe $700 with their expenses to 
Fontaine. He provided me with be itemized. It was seconded and Executive Council--Ray both the "real world" work and passed. Scott Komita is having
the instruction that guided me 	 Shideler, Chris VanLuling, difficulty picking the awards. 
through the rough spots. He has 	 Tim T racey, Bill CorreiaThere is a tie for one of the 
given me the chance to obtain awards. A motion was made to Legislative Council-­
valuable experience, and helped 
extend the number of plaques 	 Tim Barry, Chip Reich­me develop my own "magic given to seven instead of six. It
, pencil", if not a taste for 	 hard, Ted Kunker, Kathie 
was seconded and passed. 
martinis. He is simply a classy 	 Foley, Sue Savitt, KeithJon Joslow came to the Senateprofessional and a super person. 	 Mahler. Deanna Grader,about the food service at BrvantThanks for everything, from 
with motion that Ute eDale 	 Keith • Za L ~ R&H to TlHOS. 
officia lly req ues t tha t the 	 S co tt P inett e , Ma r k I hope underclass accounting Business Office submit the
majors take the opportunity to 	 to Nickel, Howie Rappoport, Senate a list of minimum foodlearn the profession from this 	 Sue Krupski, Sharon
requirements as specified by the
trio of instructors. It is indeed an 	 McGarry, Ken Claflin, College's contract with SAGA.invaluable experience. It passed unanimously. Jon Cathy Anderson, and 
Peter Dumas Joslow also asked the Senate to Steve Turk. 
Bryant ~ Says Goodbye 

to a Friend 

by George Dooley 
talk to Father. He never tried toFather Donat A. Barrette will 
snow you, never pushed his way be leaving our hallowed halls in 
of t hinking on you, but was thereJune of this year. With him will 
with answers when asked. In thego some fond memories. But all 
competitive religious society we the memories will not leave the 
live in today, everyone of us iscampus with him . His 
looking for the answers to ourcontributions to the hearts and 
own personal relationships-­
minds of the students here will 
especially with God . Thealways be remembered and 
religious crisis is especially hardforever appreciated. 
for a member of a religious orderWhen "B" came here in '71. he 
to deal with objectively. No onedidn't have an office or furniture 
knows this better than Fatherfor his room. In fact, to this day, 
"B", and he will never passthe furniture and the room he judgement, but rather he'lllives in, he talketf the nurses OUI 
answer questions to help you
of. No one took the "Campus find your own perso nalChaplaincy" seriously then, and 
relationshio with God .
nobody wanted the job. Father 
Barrette not only wanted the job, If this sounds like an ephilaph. 
but the enthusiasm with which I 'don't mean it to be. Father will 
he approached the position is photo by Nick Medynski be in West Warwick, just down 
evident even today, every the road, and will be working 
Sunday in the Rotunda. Here, When Folk Masses 'were against closely with his successor, 
people of all creeds attend the church policy in Rhode Island, Father John Lolio, to help him 
Folk Mass and are greeted with Bryant's was the only one in the adjust to campus life. In "B's" 
smiles that make them glad to be state. The tasteful way in which new pari!ih he will be working 
alive, not morbid about life. His it was done was allowed Bryant with people ofall ages, unlike the 
sermons touch all of us and to pave the way for Folk Masses situation here at Bryant. He is no 
somehow always hit the personal elsewhere in the state and their newcomer to parish life, and 
crises that each of us face in our eventual full acceptance by the those of us who know him know 
everyday learning experiences. Diocese. that he will have little trouble 
The music of "The God His door is always open. No adjusting. If faith can move 
Squad" you hear every weekend person with a problem of any mountains, no mountain is safe 
is Father Barrette's brainchild. kind was ever sorry then went to with Father Barrette around. 
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"The Rigidity of the Flexible · Curriculum: 

A Paradox for the Accounting Major" 

A high degree of proficiency in school entrance requirements. If accounting department is three 
the accounting field is essential not used in this manner, the people understaffed. Therefore, 
in order for the accounting student is required to take one or additional accounting electives 
major to successfully adapt to more foundation courses to meet being offered seems unlikely. 
the diverse and dynamic these entrance requirements. In today's world continuing 
elements encountered in the real education is necessary. If the 
world. A means for achieving Bryant College student uses the two professional 
this competency is a more Graduate Requj.rements elective to take accounting, he 
flexible unde r graduate cannot pursue graduate study 
curriculum which would allow without taking foundationA141-142 
the student to pursue a greater courses. Clearly, the presentEcll-l12 
degree of professional curriculum lacks the ability toF301-302 
specialization, if so desired. produce qualified graduates and MIll-251 
Simultaneously, it must render provide a base upon which they MklOl or Mg plus I other 
the student sufficient means to can further their education. SM 102 plus I other Data 
assure himself of meeting the A solution to this dilemna is toProcessing Course 
minimum requirements for convert two liberal arts electives L201-203 (or 202) 
pursuing graduate study. into "free" or "swing" elective. 
Bryant College Unfortunately, the flexibility Use as either professional or 
Degree Equivalents desired is one step beyond the liberal arts electives would 
present curriculum structure. Core Program depend upon each individual's 
While limited selection of Core Program particular situation . This 
courses, sections, and the 
·Eco. / Finance arrangement allows the students 
necessity of meeting course Core Program the flexibility to adapt their 
prerequisites inhibit flexibility; . C'{)re/ Professional Elective curriculum to. their own 
they are not the total problem. Recommended/ Pro. Elective particular needs. Thus, the swing 
The problem is the rigidity Core-Recommended elective would produce capable, 
encountered within the present technically proficient graduates 
• Here the recommended
"flexible" undergraduate who are immediately able to 
courses are Ec25 I and Ec261 orcurriculum structure. continue their education. A 
Ec321. (From the "Course Guide In the present curriculum the possible effect of swing electives 
for Accounting Major. ") To takeparadox arises between the two could be the alleviation of some 
the finance courses one mustobjectives stated earlier. current scheduling problems. As 
forego the recommendedNamely, the student cannot student diversify to meet their 
economic courses. prepare for graduate school and own objectives, there would be 
simultaneously make himself Scheduling of upper level less crowding in order to meet 
competitively marketable accounting courses reflects this prescribed limiations. 
through a high degree of inflexibility. The Fall, 1977 Hopefully the institution of
specialization and technical semester had only one 
swing electives would make a
competence. accounting elective offered . It decided contribution to Bryant Comparison of gradu ate did not fill out. Even if the College. its students. and help to 
school entrance requiremen to accounting department had the 
ehmmate some of the exi ling plSent degree requirements personnel to offer additional difficulties in the present system. illustrates that the two courses, the student don't have 
professional electives must be heo nexi ~ '.y in the professional J~.:espectfulIy, 
used m fields other than area of theiT curriculum to lalee Marc Genereux 
accounting to meet graduate these courses. At present. the Charles Michaelman 
Bryant Graduate'School BryantAnnoun.ces ~residential 
. Seminars 
A series of Presidential first speaker, Milton Pliner was Bids 
Seminars, featuring lectures and educated in the Providence 
discussions by presidents and public school system. He is a Farewell 
chief executives of key graduate of Boston University, 
corporations will begin on May where he received his degree in 
9, 1977 at Bryant College. Business Administration. He is 
Milton Pliner, former president also a CPA. Mr. Pliner will share 
of Electrix Company, a Division fifty years of experience and 
of Cannon Electric, an ITT business expertise with his 
Corporation, will be the opening audience. He will speak on the 
speaker. Mr. Pliner wll present a importance of the following 
series of four seminars to topics: May 9, "Business 
members ofthe Bryant Pre,sident Planning"; May 16, "Cash 
and Benefactors Clubs, the Management"; June 6, 
College's MBA Graduates, and "Inventory Control"; and June 
top Rhode Island executives. 13, "Key Indicators Such as 
Dr. William T. O'Hara, Return on Investment. 
President of Bryant, will -fhe first two seminars will be 
inaugurate the series which will held in Conference Room B & C 
take place on the Smithfield. in the college Unistructure on 
campus. Monday, May 9 and Monday, 
A native of Providence, the May 16, at 5 p.m. 
photo b I' J. W.Godsquad Elections Due to personal reasons Ms. 

The God Squad held elections His had work and understanding Carmen Jordan, Director of 

last week for officers for 1977- helped make this one ofthe most Student Progra'ms and Services, 

78. The results are as follows: successful and enjoyable years in will be leaving after this 
President-Bill Eberle, Vice the histroy of the God Squad. semester. Ms. Jordan originally 
President-George Dooley, Many Thanks. came to Bryant in October. 1973 
Secretary-Vicki Paffen back, We would also like ·to give a 
as an assistant to the ViceTreasurer-Tom Wilcox, special thank you to Father President for Student Affairs. Technical Director-Ed Kasinsk­ Bartette. We will ali miss 
':Ier duties . eventually included 
as, Publicity-Gretchen Thorn­ Father's loving and generous 
bloom. personality around campus. The the coordmating of student 
functions and programs within The members of the God best of luck is wished for Father 
Squad would like to express as he begins his new life in the the school. We wish Ms. Jordan 
their deep appreciation to the parishourOur Lady ofGood good fortune in her future 
out-going president, Ed Carroll, Council. endeavors. 
Public Administration as a 
'Summer Job 
Some public administration four stations in Massachusetts 
majors do not always leave their includi'ng New Bedford. Yauton, 
school work behind them for the and Fall River. Michaei has 
summer and leave for the Cape learned a great deal about 
to become a waitress or busboy. managing, administration and 
These people are working for pay ron procedures. I'm sure he 
their state and local government. won't have as much fun as I will 
They are receiving an education in Cape Cod, but he will 
while they are being paid. certainly be eilrning more money 
Mike Travassos. a P.A. and a lot more knowlt"dge. 
major, works for the Youth 
Work Experience Program, a Leroy Negowsky will be 
subsidiary of CETA. He is a working for the city of 
supervisor for seventeen young Philadelphia as an administrat­
boys who are maintenance ive assistant, but was not 
workers for the Catholic Youth available for further comment, 
Organization (CYO). There are Catch you next time. Leroy. 
Women's Association of Bryant College 
Offers Two $250 I Scholarships 
The Bryant College Women's need, and recommendations. 
Association will award two $250 Chairman of the Scholarship 
scholarships this year--o ne each Selection Committee is Dr. 
to an outstanding and deserving Clarissa Patterson; members of 
female and male student. To be the Committee are Mrs. 
eligible for consideration, Dorothy O·Connell. Mrs. 
students must have completed at Madge Stetson, and Mrs. Linda 
·Ieast one year of study at Bryant Nelson . 
College at the end of the spring 
semester. Applications may be obtained 
The award will be based on from a Faculty Secretary, Dean 
scholastic ability, demonstrated Patterson, or the Student Senate 
potential for a successful career Office between the dates of May 
in the chosen field, character, 6 - M.ay 2!. Deadline for filing 
potential for leadership, apphcatlons with Dean 
seriousness of purpose, financial Patterson: May 20. 
How Fast Can You 

Read This? 

by Steve Sellers 
Had you been p rt the !>o I 
p ed Reading PrQgram tan klttftit'V _ ftd 
recently held at Bryant, your strong areas. The course is not a 
time would haye been around 30 high-pressure experience. but it 
seconds. is Impressed upon the student 
Properly titled WDynamic that success depends on the 
Reading." the course was student and not his teacher. 
recently concluded after a seven-
week period. Operated by I began with an effective 
Eve Iy n Woo d Rea din g reading speed of about 290 
Dynamics Institute, the course is words per minute (this simply 
taxing in its requirements, but means I had 100 percent 
ample in its rewards. comprehension at this rate). 
This reporter was one of When I ended the course, my 
approximately thirty students rate was approximately 1,200 
who coughed-up $135 to take words per minute at 90 percent 
advantage of the claims by the comprehension (100 percent 
Institute that my reading speed comprehension is a slightly 
would be increased three-fold. I lower rate). 
was a bit apprehensive when, on I was hindered by the fact that 
arriving for my first class. I was I had a full course load while I 
told that I was required to pay was taking the course. Because 
the full amount then and there. of this, I could not spend all of 
Furthermore, if I attended the the time I would have liked to on 
first class. I could not receive any the course. The course would be 
refund whether or not I wanted much easier for the student if 
one. Ever the optimist, I plunged · he! she were to take it during the 
ahead and scribbled out the summer. 
amount on a check. fi(,,~t:YC;I, there are advanta-
The entire class was awaiting ges to the Bryant-sponsored 
the miracles of speed reading program. First. the cost is only a 
that our instructor was to fraction of the normal price for 
impose upon us. We found, the course (near $300 in some 
instead, that the speed reading places). Secondly. the course 
course was like anything else in offers a re-take privilege if you 
life. You got out of it what you complete it. You are given a card 
put into it. Students were which allows you to attend any 
required to practice their Evelyn Wood Reading 
homework for one hour each Dynamics Program at any time 
and every day and to turn in in the future at no cost. Thus 
various assignment throughout even if you do not put all of th; 
the seven-week course. We all time into the course that you 
attended one class per week from should, it is still worth your 
the hours of 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. while. 
There are some secrets to There is a possibility that the 
speed reading. which I have COilrse will be offered next fall 
promised I would not divulge, :so a word to the wise is sufficien't 
but success is based upiln However, if you are not willing 
diligence in practIcmg the to shell out the money or the 
methods the instructor teaches. time, you had best k~ep your 
A folio is kept of your progress nest egg where it is. 
, 
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Glass Champions 
Dorm 13 has retained the 
Glass Championship! Even 
though there are two weeks left, 
13 has saved over nine barrels 
full, and I don't see anyone 
catching them. Consistency has 
been their game pLan, because 
there hasn't been a week EVER 
where another dorm has had 
more glass. Again, congratula­
tio:1s!! 
Jumping right into the 
standings, it seems that Dorms 
II. 6, and 5 have come out of 
nowhere to take over second, ' 
third, and fourth places. ~his 
forces 7 out of second place 
(where it was all semester), into 
sixth. As of Tuesday night, here 
are the rest: 13, II, 6, 5, 12, 7, Ii 
Townhouse Utility Room (now 
officially in our program), 10,9, 
3, 8, 4, and 2. One interesting 
tidbit is that only an estimated 
FIVE bottles separate Dorms 
11,6,5, and 12 from each other! 
Believe me, a couple of bottles 
are noticed! 
We will be running Glass 
Recycling unti! a couple of days 
before school ends-, when you 
will receive a "Last Call" notice 
informing you a CUT-OFF date. 
We'll need time to wash out the 
barrels, so they can be stored 
back in the dorms over the 
summer. So we are encouraging 
you to save all your glass and 
bring it down BEFORE school 
ends. "Remember, glass is 
probably the heaviest portion of 
ver trash: and I reckon ifvou was 
by Doug Stone 
. . 
to save it aside, you'd be doin~ 
yourself a favor along with the 
Glass Recyclin' Program. to 
boot!" 
Winding things up here, I 
want to thank everyone who has 
shown an interest in Glass 
Recycling and helped it succeed 
through its second year. So far 
I hope everyone has a nice 
summer and comes back in the 
fall to help our program again. 
Glass Recycling has yet to see a 
fall semester and my suitemates 
are already cooking up ideas to 
enhance the idea of recycling and 
offer incentives for those who do 
save! We'll see what happens!! 
we are a little behind last year's .--------------, 
total, but it was tougher 
restarting the program this year 
(since we had to provide for a lot 
of things ourselves), and I think 
this was a factor. In any event, 
including last year's total 
"barreiage," I am proud to 
announce that we have now 
saved over ONE HUNDRED 
barrels full of glass! Need I say, 
"That's a lot of bott les?" 
Get Rid of the 
End - of - Semester 
Blues 
AT THE 
COMFORT 
CULMINATION 
3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
and 
HOURS 
9 p.m. to 1 a .m. 
another service of BRYCOL 
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ED'S ALMANAC 
by Ed Kasinskas 
Last Sunday there was a special on NBC-TV deaJing with such 
disasters as floods, earthquakes, tornadoes, blizzards, hurricanes 
and storms. A perfect score was 115. The people tested nationally 
averaged 70. Many of us would not know what to do if confronted 
with a natural disaster. For information which may save your life, 
write to: 
National Safety Council 
Box 11288 
Chicago, IL 60611 
Lightning strikes the earth 100 times every second. Each year, 125 
Americans are killed by lightning. One single bolt can have 30 million 
Volts of electricity at 100,000 . amperes . . Sixty-five percent 
strikes are from cloud to cloud. Lightning which strikes the ground 
starts with a thin "leader" stroke from the cloud and it is immediately 
followed by a stronger return stroke from the ground to the sky. The 
heat produced causes the shock waves we call thunder. 
To protect yourself from lightning, follow these simple rules. The 
safest place to be is in a car or steel frame building. You should stay 
away from open windows and all electrical appliances while the 
storm is overhead. If you are caught outside, stay away from high 
conductive objects and lie close to the ground. The worst place to be 
is under a tree in an open field. Sailboat masts can also attract 
lightning. You should stay away from boats and water during a 
thunderstorm. 
Long Range Forecast -­ May 6-September 
May: Fair most of the month with daytime highs near 75 by 
Memorial Day. Precipitation will be normal. 
June: Very wet and cooler than normal during the first half of 
the month. The latter half will be warm and fair. 
July: Hazy, hot, humid, all month. There will be a week with a 
new high temperature being set every day. Numerous air 
pollution alerts will be issued. 
August: This is hurricane month. Rememher hurricane Belle last 
August 9-IO? Two hurricanes will affect New England 
this month. The first will move 150 miles south of Long 
Island stay out at sea. We will get the high gale winds and 
heavy ram. The second storm will smack into the 
Connecticut shoreline with the eye of the storm centered 
20 miles east of Waterford, Conn. 
First da} of summer: Tue da ', June 21"l.1 . 
Earth' furthest distance from the sun: Tuesday, July 5 ­ 94.55 
million miles. 
August 12 IS the best night to observe the Perseid meteor shower. It 
can also be seen for a few nights on both sides of thi date. 
Mars 
Venu!> - greatest brill iancy on May II 
Jupiter - beginning J une 4 
alum - beginning August 13 
Mercury - a few mornings before! after August 8 
Evening stars: 
Jupiter - until June 4 
Saturn - until August 13 
Mercury - a few evenings before after August 8 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE! 
We are now accepting applications for light 
assembly jobs on our 7a.m. -3:30 p.m. shift 
and our 4 p.m. - 10 p.m. shift. 
<",~. 
- Top Incentive Wages 
- Public Transportation Available 
at Door 
- Apply Now and Beat the Rush 
HASBRO INDUSTRIES, INC. 
1027 Newport Avenue 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
• 
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photo by Bob t.Jlsworm 
has increased our volume over 
two times that of last semester. 
(This takes into account the 
additional space provided by the 
Meet V. Carol Kerr, BRYCOL'S New President 
by Jon Joslow 
Two weeks ago sophomore 
Carol Kerr replaced outgoing 
senior Mike Hammer, as the 
newly elected· President of 
Brycol Student Services. In an 
interview with THE ARCH­
WAY Carol expressed her desire 
to continue providing students 
the opportunity to gain actual 
business experience through tbe 
various Brycol enterprises. 
Additional services are now 
being researched by the Board of 
Directors that are being 
designed to further Brycol's goal 
of students providing services 
for students. 
In commenting on the 
appearance of entertainment in 
the Country Comfort, Carol said 
that, .. The response has been 
tremendous. Live entertainment 
Search Committee" for Bryant 

Vice President 

A committee of six has been 
assigned by the Board of 
Trustees at Bryant College to 
seek a successor to Gert rude 
Metb Hochberg. Vice P resident 
for Pub lic Affairs. Mrs. 
Hochberg retires on July 31, 
1977. She is leaving Bryant after 
twenty-eight years of service. 
fi rst as Director of Public 
Relations and Publications, and 
inee October. 1975. as Vice 
Pre5ldent for Public Affairs. 
Dr. George eralg. former 
Dean of Admissions for Bryant 
will chair the committee which 
also includes: Bianca Bernstein. 
Assistant Professor. Depart­
ment of Secretarial a nd Office 
Education; George Bockstael. 
'39, recently retired Admissions 
Director, Rhode Island Junior 
College, alumni representative; 
Dr. Clarissa Patterson, Dean of 
MOVIE 

by Craig Perry 
In looking at the upcoming 
sum mer from movieland, 
another JAWS-type attraction is 
not expected. Although they 
hope to have a sequel to JAWS 
out soon, I doubt it will have the 
quality (ifthat's what you call it) 
that the original movie had. 
There just seems to be nothing 
very spectacular about the 
upcoming movies or the ones 
presently on the market. 
Some of the present movies 
are: A cartoon story of 
RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY 
that has wonderful effects in the 
animation, but just one song too 
many. There is a reappearance of 
the mastermind detective, 
Inspector Clouseau, in THE 
PINK PANTHER STRIKES 
AGAIN as the former police 
Inspector Dryfus attempts to kill 
the bungeler through a 
diabolical scheme. If hockey is 
your game of your heart goes 
flitter flatter over Paul Newman, 
then see SLAP SHOT, a movie 
about a down-and-out hockey 
team with a down-and-out 
player-coach Newman. He 
brings his team to the top in 
Academic Instruction, admini­
istration; G. Russell LeBeau, 
Trustee; and Howard Rappa­
port, student representative. 
Appointed Director of Public 
Relations at Bryant College in 
1949, Gertrude Hochberg gained 
recognition for the growth and 
development of the 114-year-old 
institution resulting in 
accreditation, expansion and the 
relocation to its present site on 
220 acres lD mithfieJd. Rhode 
I land. 
Honored for her many 
achievements in the field of 
public relat ions. Mrs. Hoch~rg 
was the rec ipient of the 
American College P ubli c 
Relation s A sso c iation' s 
(ACPRA) "'Award for Excell­
ence in News Information" in 
1973. The Council for the 
REVIEW 
new second floor loft.)" She 
. expressed her appreciation to 
the Programming Board for 
their support in bringing the 
entertainment to the Comfort. 
When asked about the 
amount of time she spends on 
Brycol-related business, she said 
that all of the Directors work at 
least once a week and do 
everything from distribute flyers 
to pouring drinks. (Brycol ran 
the mixed drinks and beer 
concession during Parents' 
Weekend.) Carol admits to 
working 50 to 60 hours a week 
,t 	 on a hectic schedule of going. to 
meetings, making grinders and 
coordinating a volunteer (most 
of the workers volunteer their 
time) work force of over 50 
employees. 
some good action. If nice family 
flicks are your bag, then 
LITTLEST HORSE THIE VES 
is your best bet. A group of 
children take a herd of ponies 
who will be killed and save them 
in an exciting adventure. 
Well if you d on't remember his 
see T HE E A GLE H AS 
LAN D ED and watch as the 
Nazi's try to kidnap him and 
bring a fast end to the war. 
Unfortunately, the m m reeks of 
sauerkraut. If you want to see 
another · disaster then AIR­
PORT 77 is the movie. This time 
they crash into the water in the 
middle of the Bermuda triangle. 
Well "Golly" as Gomer Pyle 
would say. Of course there is the 
terrorist revolt in BLACK 
S UNDAY and the giant ape in 
KING KONG which is very, 
adventerous and well worth 
seeing. The last movie is A 
STAR IS BORN with Streisand 
and Kristofferson in a heart 
throb that will make you reflect 
on where you are at in the social 
world. Remember, don't ruin 
your eyes! There is alot more to 
read next semester. Have a good 
summer. 
Advancement and Support of 
Education (CAS E) bestowed the 
coveted Eleanor Collier A ward 
for "Outstanding Contributions 
to Higher Education" upon her 
in 1975. Mrs. Hochberg was also 
the firs t woman appointed to the 
national selection committee for 
the Thomas J . Wa ts on 
International Fe llowship 
Award. 
The Search Committee will 
begin interviewing candidates 
rlC~r J unc 15 
Inner Shorts 
by Jeff T unis 
see your eyes in the 
moonlight. 
I'm glad I can't see your face, 
You look like Pete Rose. 
I wake up to the rooster 
crowing, 
His jowls blowing in the air, 
Oh 	how I'd love to be with 
Thurmund Munson. 
I call your name, 
You don' t answer, 
You're 	in bed with the New 
England Patriots. 
We must part, 
It's about time, 
You smell li ke a dog t rack. 
he wants to make himself known 
to the world. Eventually, Nabil 
feels that the blacks will get more 
political power. With the present 
President of Sudan, Jaafar al 
Nimeiry, everything is quiet and 
the government is doing a good 
job. 
Besides speaking English, 
Nibs can also speak and write 
Arabic. His hobbies include 
hunting, chess, basketball and 
baseball. He is also the first 
foreign member of The Invalids. 
T his summer, Nabil hopes to get 
a job while attending Summer 
Intersession and Summer 
Session. After he graduates, he 
hopes to go back to Khartoum 
and open an import / export firm 
with his brother. 
DEDICATED TO THE CLASS OF 1977 
in Pursuit 
soar on the wings of a bird 

to the peaks of the world, 

in search ... 

searching for the light. 

the light--perhaps of a star, 

a dream, 

a bright future. 

your soul grows 

as your journey takes you away, 

. to new fascinations, experiences. 

let the past be your lesson 

to guide you. 

let your memories link your life, 

and when you're lonely ... 

old friends are forever, 

hurry back. 

Marcy J. Shettler 
Inner Visions 

by Donna M. Lampen 
Ours is a special kind of love 

A love that develops thru understanding, 

loyalty, trust and unity. 

Although, we may have had our moments 

of anger and sorrow; 

these times have only helped in bringing us 

closer together and strengthening our love for each other. 

Though time and distance may someday separate us, 

the memories of you that remain 

will preserve the bond in us. 

Each day spent with you 

is special for we are learning 

more about each other-­
growing togeth~r in love as time passes; 

separating ourselves from our past. 

and merging for a future and a lifetime. 

Reach out and touch me 

I am here for you. 

y purpose is 0 comfort you 
In ~ timaI ot trouble __'1*.1 -=n .... ~ 
and to share in your joys an accomp s 
I only want to be a part of you 
and for us to work together to make our lives complete. 
I come to sit and watch the rain 
And question: "Can they really feel my pain?" 
All I can do is sit and stare 
And hear the endless rumbling . . J care, I care. 
People come' and watch me sit, 
And ask? ". _ .Why you? . . What's this shit." 
They all come and ask me, why 
Is it necessary to always cry. 
My reply is just to look, or . 
Maybe try to thumb through my book. 
But soon again I begin to hear, 
The endless rumbling . . . and then a tear. 
If you sincerely care , then let me know, 
If not, leave me free to go. 
I played all the games , and many I won 
But now it's all over, I'm through, it's done. 
Klacy 
~ ·~MENU ~ 
~ DINNER '-.. J_UNCH 
5/10 	 Hot Turkey Sandwich 
Spanish Macaroni 
Julienne Salad Bowl 
Hot Pastromi 
Ham Salad 
5f11 	 Barbequed Ham Sandwich 
Beef Turnover/ Gravy 
Cold Cut Subs 
Tuna Salad 
After this only 23 more 

Saga meals le.ft! ­
Baked Meat Loaf 
Corned Beef & Cabbage 
Cheesebu rgers wI Rolls 
Vegetarian Eggplant 
Parmesan 
Veal Parmesan 
Braised Beef wI Mushroom 
Sauce 
Egg Foo Yong 
Grilled Liver & Fried 
Onions 
Grilled Cheese 
--
--
--
--
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Delta Sigma Phi - Phi Epsilon Pi Tau Kappa Epsilon 

.,
Phi ·Sigma Nu Sigma Iota Beta 
...• 
The brothers of Phi Sigma Nu aLast Sunday, the Sibbies heldGREEK
-&. would like to express their best their annual Installation picnic
wishes to Doug Brown and his ~ at Advisor, lane's house. Therelovely bride, Carol. May they 
was plenty of food and beer for
-
•o eli-­enjoy many happy years in 
everyone there, with the hard­NEWS'
wedlock. core partiers staying until late aThe indoor soccer team is --tit night to finish the kegs apresently holding a I-I record.II. In the Mr. Bryant Competi­
The Tuesday night game was1M tion, SIB's candidate, Tim 
won 5-4 after one full period of o
"Johnny Carson" Barry placedSigma Iota Xi 
overtime, on a penalty kick byII third. Thanks again to Tim for IIJim Knipe. An exceptional What a weekend! Our Pledge Clarke. the excellent job!!II performance was also turned 10 Formal was excellent with the Again Congratulations! The 
a 
ftSIB softball is now 2-1, after aI- by Pat Sullivan in goal. In weather on our side the whole following day everyone, loss to the Joker's Babes.
softball, the B team finished its way. We had a punch party although still recouperating, Hopefully, the rest of the games
continued 10 p. 7 col. 3 Friday night, then held our toured around , some to will be wins. =­
. formal on Saturday at the N antasket, Rockport, and At this time, the remaining
Sheraton Tara in Braintree, Boston, It was quite aTau Epsilon sisters would like to congratulate
Masssachusetts. Congratula- memorable weekend to say the the remaining sisters, and wish ,..The Brothers of TE and Phi tions are in order for our award least! Our softball team is now I good luck to all departing sisters.Ep have just held their annual ' recipients who are more than 
and I, with a loss to Rio Grande We'll all miss you Angela, Debo,Mr. Bryant Weekend. We would deserving! They are are follows: ..last Thursday. We regret missing Tina, Patty, (even though youlike to thank all those who Best Sister, Ronni Kessler; Besta TE and Phi Ep's weekend, but are boring), Beverly, Maryann, .. 
a 
participated in our weekend. Pledge, Carol Larcon; Besta. Jackie, Opie, Claudia, Ann, a ndunderstand it was a great success aCongratulation goes out to the Sister by the New Sisters, Bunny. Best of luck and our lovea. and a lot offun. Congratulations
" Doc" on TKE fo r winning Mr. Lauren McCusker; Best Pledgea 
 always.
also to all the resu lting winners. ....Bryant and the Brothers ofTK E by the New Sisters, Lyn~ The Sisters of SIB 
and Turtles A fo r winning the Bushell; Most Athletic, Marty continued 10 p . 7 col. 3 
•
a=-= Superteams compet ition Phi Epsilon Pi 	 Beta!Sigma Chi'Turning 	 to athletics. the
..I: A softball team dropped their Well Brothers. another year is In softball Phi Ep lost a tough The brot hers wish theA. first softball game to KT by a coming to an end. To the seniors game to Phi Sig 8-7. The B team graduating class of '77 good luck 
core of9-8. The game was called leaving, we the remalOlOg under coach "Mouse" in their endevors. The brothersa after six innings because of t ime. Brothers would like to thank you Michalczyk lost their final game that are graduating are; Mark 
.,
..I: O ur two indoor soccer teams are for showing us what brother­ 18-12. The occer team under Paul Wright Cota, Normana. 	 still undefeated. Also o ur hood is and for sharing your general manager, Ed "Steady" Louis Mark, "Nimrod", and 

bowling team advanced to the good time with u . Sowney is playing a I-I season. 
 ..•J o hn C harles To rres," The -
-c emi-finals after winning their Phi Ep hal> had a good year for In conclusion, we would like Notorious San J uan Kid." afirst round in the palyoffs. awards: Freshman Queen, Mr. to wish all the departing We are celebrating our 52 yearThe Brothers a re looking Per on lit • Pumpkin Conte:;t brothers: Jim Verra ter, Mike i tanee at OUT PIedSCforward to the Senior Picnic all first . 2nd in basketball and Andrews, Dave Plante, lohn Formal in Newport, Rl. Thebeing held this week.end (if we second in the Campus Follie . Igoe, Dave Bartlett. R ic k ca-­eniors wish the brothers gooddon't get the measles from Phi Ep has j ust completed its Creamer, Ken Groh, Greg luck next year partying in Dorm 
Roy! ). Spring Weekend with the .~~)p Hoeft, Dave Honour, Walt 4. The brothers wi h all in a 
fo rm the TE brothers. We would' Micha lczyk, l im Ruthow ki, Bryant a good ummer. Party a 
--	 like to thank all the people Mike Wall . Glenn Jette, Neal~ TKE 	 hearty people!! ,...who e hard work and dedication Dolan, and Bill Robbin th best
.. 
made the weekend the succe s orluck in their future endeavors.
II We would like to thank Phi Ep Beta 'Sigma. 

that it wa and the student body Brother remember, PH Iand TE fo r ponsoring theiro 	 whole p atronage enabled the EP ILON PI. FRIENDSHI P Omicronspring weekend. Congratula­
uccessful outcome. BI DS ETERNALLY.tions should be given to Andrew 	 On May 2 BSO held its annual -
II 	 "Doc" Resnisky. and the super Alpha Phi Kappa Parents' Banquet aU he Chalet in teams for taking first place in 
.. 

North P rovid e nce . This 

this weekends events.
II 	 our Ba ketball Coach Brian occasion gave the par nts and 
 ...The sister of Alpha PhiOur softball team is currently Dwyer, for getting us through the sisters an opportunity toKappa would like to extend their '" 4-1, while our socref team i 1- J• the season. ATso thanks to Jeff become acquainted with eachcongratulations to the award --- We are looking forwald to a 
winners announced at our Ku Z, our oftball coach, who other's family.
uccessfu l eason in both sport . '" 	 sta nd s on th e s ideline s On May 16, BSO will hold its II ­Pledge Formal. They are asThe brothers of T KE wish 	 constantly shaking his head end-of-year picnic which i thefollows . Best Pledge, Robin 
everyone a happy and exciting Culver; Most Helpful Sister, wben a ground ball goes through sisters last ocial event of the 
summer. We would also like to -othe infield a nd continues semester. The picnic comprisesRo bin Pirolo; Best Dressed, ...wish a special note oftbanks and Paula-J ean Nigri~ The Mouth through the legs of an outfielder. much eating. drinking, and agood luck to our graduating 	 celebrating.Award. Stacey Schuber, and Even though it looks like total 
seniors: Andrew " Monkey" BSO is also looking forwardAsst. Pledge Mi tres, Donna chaos. we keep trying. a 	 Be t Wi bes are extended to to many fu nd-raising activitiescontinued to p. 7 col. 2" EUi on. 
which are planned for the.. The sisters would like to thank .:ontinued /0 p . 7 col. 2 -S-summer.Tau Epsilon Phi a.. 	 Delta Sigma Phi 
.I 
The sisters would like to
all The Brothers of Tau Ep ilo.1 The brothers of Delta Sigma Bernie Spirito , Presidential congratulate Phi Epsilon P i a nd 
Phi would like to congratulate Phi have just had their pledge Honors; Jeff P ratt , Most Tau Epsilon for a well-organized 
-
-a 
­•  

TE and PHI EP forthe fantastic formal. A good time Wa enjoyed . Scholastic Senior; Anthony and successfu l weekend. BSO 

job they did on their weekend . by all. The following awards Guida, Most Impro ed Cum. had a grea t time participating in 
TEP held it Pledge Formal on were given out and congratula- Congratulations are also due the Super Team events. 
April 23 at the Dutch Inn in t ions go to: John Blaschik. Best to Bernie and Robin, Nic and Also, congratu lations must beA Galilee. This was a huge uccess Brother; Doug Smith, Be t Sam, and .Randy and Mary for given to the winner of Mr. ca'"-­and wa enjoyed by the forty Pledge; John Blaschik, "Crazy getting pinned over ou r pledge Bry~nt , the runners-up, and the 
people who attended. Receiving Otto"; Randy Janis, Most formal weekend. Super Team champion . a.. . 
awards were: Be t Brother, Ray Athletic; Arnie Silva, Unsung In sports both occer learns As a fina l nole, BSO would aDiCa parro; Robert Lee Elms Hero; ic MonU. "Burnom"; are till very much in contention. like to wish our gTaduating... 
a
Award. Ray DiCasparro; Worst Bob Wayne, "No Mind"; Keith 	 sisters the best of luck in all their .~ ' Zcontinued 10 page 7 ('01. I Esmark, Rookie of the Year; continued to p . 7 col. 2 future endeavors. 
c: 
Sigma Lambda Theta Tau Epsilon , AI pha Delta O,mega 
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Manpower, Inc ... to EmployCareers in Government More Than 25,OOO'Students this 'Summer 
This is the final article in THE ARCHWAY this semester placed 
by the Public Administration Department. The article concerns 
information on the procedures for obtaining Federal Government 
jobs. The time is now to look into your future. 
Career Service in the Federal Reserve 
Write to: 	 Division of Personnel Administration 
Room 1254 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
Washington, DC 2055 I 
Majors in Economics, Computer System Analysis, and 
Administrative and Fiscal Management 
Executive Trainee Program 
Write to: 	 Director of Personnel 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Room 3B-32l, Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 
All majors can write for booklet 
College Relations Officer 
Write to: 	 Division of Personnel 
Social Security Administration 
6401 Security Blvd . 
Baltimore, MD 21235 
Majors in Accounting, Public Administration, and 
Economics 
N abi' ..Girgis - Foreign! Student 
-- ;. . ~ 
by Ed Kasinskas 
Nabil Girgis is a tran!.fer except for government holidays. 
student from Khartoum, which Ten subjects are taken per year 
is the capital of Sudan. He is an and marks are based on only one 
economics major. Before final exam. 
c o ming to Bryant, Nabil Nibs. as his fellow Invalids call 
attended the Khartoum branch him, feel that Hryant should do
of Cairo University for one year. 
more for foreign students to help Khartoum 	is somewhat similar them adjust. He thinks theto Providence, with department 
college should treat themlore factories. and apartment indi\ iduallv . rather than likehou!> . bu t on much maller men ca~s H I ' teac her.
cale. however. are very helpful TheyNab'l became acquainted with 
offer to give him extra help Bryant through his brother who 
which hI! appreciates greatly. is v.ork ing on hi Masters in 
B.A. at Berkeley. He wonted to Much of Africa is still filled 
travel to the Stales for school, so with jungles and native tribes. 
Nabil asked his brother for a list While the jungles are far from his 
of business colleges. Bryant was home, wild life can be found only 
one of them. three hours away. The weather 
Bryant differs from Cairo U. there is warm all year around. 
in that it is smaller and there is The spring weather we are now 
less academic burden. In Sudan, experiencing is comparable to 
school is held the entire year, winter there. 
I . 
continued from p. 6 col. 1 
The Brother of TEP have 
planned several functions this 
summer. One of them is to 
attend their National Convent­
ion in New Jersey the week of 
August 21-25 . 
Finally. TEP would like to 
wish everyone good luck on their 
finals. We would also like to 
wish all graduating seniors the 
best of luck for a healthy and 
prosperous future. We are 
looking forward to another great 
semester in September working 
with the Greek organizations. 
Have a great summer. 
The new officers for the 1977­
1978 semester are: Chancellor, 
Ray DiCasparro; Vice 
Chancellor, Mike Mansella; 
Social Director and GLC Rep., 
Greg Rideout; Asst. Social 
Director and GLC Rep. , Frank 
Branca; Chaplin, Steve Mathers; 
Historian, Ken Periera; Scribe, 
Hector Marotti; Bursar, Greg 
Owens; and Athletic Director, 
John Vincent. 
Brother, Mike Mansella; Most 
Athletic, 	 Paul Caprello; Best 
Pledge, Greg Rideout; Worst 
. Pledge. Greg Owens. 
continued/rom p . 6 col. 3 
Our B team record is 2-1 thanks 
to its latest victory 2-1 over KT­
B. The A teams record is I-I. 
Our A softball team's record is 
now 2-1 with a 12-4 victory over 
the Bud Boys Tuesday. 
In conclusion we wish all 
Greeks and independents a fine 
summer and Delta Sigma Phi is 
looking for and another 
fantastic year next fall. 
continued {rom p. 6 col. 3 
th,~ graduating sisters whn will 
be leaving us. They are Kathy 
Curran, Paula-Jean Nigri, Lori 
Swanson, and Lynne Brown. We 
hope you will find time to visit. 
The sisters wish that your 
summer is an enjoyable one and 
that you are looking forward to 
starting fresh next year. 
continued from p . 6 ("01. 3 
Exams are approaching rapidly­
Good Luck!! And with 
graduation nearing, we would 
like to wish our seniors the best 
always, for we are going to miss 
your VERY much, and will be 
greatly looking forward to your 
visits. Everyone have a great 
summer ahd enjoy it while it 
lasts! 
Manpower, Inc., the world's 
largest temporary help firm, 
expects to have jobs for more 
than 25,000 students with office 
work skills throughout the 
country this summer, a 
substantial increase over last 
summer, according to Mitchell 
S. Fromstein, President \)f 
Manpower. 
"Every year students add an 
important dimension to our 
workforce. This year they'll play 
an even bigger role because of 
the optimistic job forecast 
Manpower has received from 
businessmen," Fromstein said. 
A recent survey of 5,000 
businessmen nationally 
conducted by Manpower 
indicated business hiring is on 
the upswing with a growth 
projected for this spring and 
summer in the service and retail 
trade areas. 
When students go looking for 
jobs, they swell a part time U.S. 
workforce that already includes 
some 16,000,000 people. 
Ironically, students may not get 
a job because they overlook their 
competitive edge. Many of them. 
have marketable office skill and 
don't know it. 
Manpower offices are amazed 
at the number of students who 
come in, fill out their 
applications, and don't even 
mention that they can type, take 
Nabil has traveled to Cairo, 
Egypt, and Beirut, but this is his 
first visit to the U.S. Everyone he 
has met here has been kind and 
Ipfu l. B ide h~ brother 
. ibs aJso ~ reiaue 1J.... lDg ID 
entral Falls, lan . 
The African people don't want 
outsiders. like the English or 
Americans, ruling them. While 
he doesn't see any problems 
between the U.S. and Africa, 
Nabil does think that war could 
break out between the Africans 
and the Communists. His 
impressions of Idi Amin are that 
continued to p. 7 ('01. 3
... -. 
continued from p. 6 col. 1 
season with a tough I 1-9 loss. 
With an all-out hitting attack, 
the A team beat the Blosox 13-1 
and Phi Ep 8-7. The team is 
supporting a 4-0 record and is 
looking forward to its next 
victim. 
Special thanks go to John 
Costello for a fine performance 
as our representative in the Mr. 
Bryant Contest. 
We would also like to wish the 
best of luck to those graduating 
seniors whose presence, 
initiative, and dedication made 
this past year a rewarding and 
joyous one for Phi Sigma Nu. 
Thank you: Thomas Baum, 
Anthony Cammilleri, Frank 
Clemente, Eric Foehr, James 
Knipe, Robert Perry, J effery 
Rotatori, Laval Sans, Howard 
Siegal, Frank Spadanuta, 
Patrick Sullivan, Mark. Wills 
and Todd Zarzeski. Good luck 
continued from p . 6 col. 1 
Wontka, Bob Izer, Dwayne 
Goulding, Billy Eaton, Bill 
Plate. Peter Jenne, John 
Kondratuk and AI Marcella. 
We look forward to seeing 
everyone again next year. Have a 
good summer. 
The Brothers of, 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
shorthand, or operate a business 
machine. These are good skills 
which 'Ne need," Fromstein said. 
One of the reasons that 
students may overlook these 
skills is that they have their 
sights set on a more distant goal-
a case of not being able to see the 
forest for the trees. Fromstein 
said that students who type term 
papers for themselves and their 
friends often have typing rates as 
. high as a highly qualified typist. 
The person who's a skilled 
typist or office machine operator 
can usually find a job with 
Manpower. There are also some 
opportunities that don't require 
as much skill, such as inventory 
takers, maint. workers, etc.:. 
"If you can type a good paper 
for a stiff-grading instructor, the 
chances are you can work for 
Manpower," he said. 
One Universitv of Denver 
student, Mary Kay McNulty, 
uses her typing ability to travel 
the world with Manpower. 
Mary Kay lives at 6178 
Washington Circle in Mil­
waUkee, Wisconsin (414/475­
0160), and during the Christmas 
vacation she works in 
Manpower's office there. 
Fromstein said Mary Day is 
just one example of the many 
students who take advantage of 
Man,power's Work Travel 
program. Under this program, a 
student who establishes a good 
work performance record in one 
city ·can transfer to another 
Manpower office in another city. 
Rea son s for en t e r i n g 
Man pew e r' s tern p 0 r a r y 
workforce are varied . Many are 
women who re-enter the 
workforce after their children 
are grown. Teachers and 
students work for Manpower 
because it offers them variety 
and' they can work whenever 
their schedules permit. Other 
individuals work for Manpower 
because it offers a supplemental 
income. 
Besides typists, secretaries, 
material handlers and some 
technicians, Manpower offers 
positions as systems analysts and 
keypuch operators. Students can 
find jobs as survey takers, 
interviewers, sample distribu­
tors, or they may help out at 
conventions , or work on 
assembly lines. 
Fromstein said that office 
work opportunities vary from 
city to city but that most of 
Manpower's 400 offices in the 
U.S. can use most people with 
skills and some experience. He 
said all Manpower offices are 
equipped to test applicants and 
tell them quickly if their skills are 
promising for summer work. 
Education Exchange 

Program 

Edu t ion _Ludent have been enjo. ing pre-student teaching thO 
eInQtc r b} bean tn\'ol cd ln E. (; Pr ita 
Smithfield High choolln i our J Y 
the school have come to Bryant several times to learn typing in a 
team-teaching situation. During the last visit the high school 
students enjoyed a tour of the Bryant campus. 
Bryant College students are getting further pre-student teaching 
experience by going to the high school itself and teaching a class. 
Conferences are held ahead of time, and lesson plans are fully 
developed. Students are most enthusiastic about the program and 
feel that they will be better prepared to do their student teaching in 
the fall having had this initial teaching experience. This has all been 
made possible through the cooperation of Mrs. Amelia Silva, a 
Bryant College graduate and head of the Business Education 
Department at the high school, along with her faculty members who 
are also Bryant College graduates. 
The education students have already selected the high school in 
which they will do their student teaching in the fall and have been 
assigned to the following schools: 
STUDENT TEACHER HIGH SCHOOL 
Cranston WestHeidi Barber 
Cranston EastRichard Boyer 
North Smithfield Kenneth Budd 
CumberlandRichard Dosedlo 
HopeJoseph Ferreira 
Toll GateCharmane Gregson 
CentralCarol. Grills 
TauntonJoyce Lava lle 
UxbridgeLynn LeBlanc 

Cranston East
Michelle Martin 

Tolman
Michael Mennucci 

Lincoln
Kathleen O'Reilly 

Franklin
Margaret Poggioli 

Franklin
Joan Rogan 
BarringtonCindy Simmons 
Another new dimension will be added to the Education 
Department in which sophomore teacher-education students will 
have an opportunity to tutor high school students in business 
education subjects as part of their course requirements. 
The junior teacher-education students have enjoyed several 
speakers this semester among them Prof. Mickey Perlow, Prof. 
Kenneth Long, and Prof. Fred Rheinhardt, all of our faculty, and 
Dr. Thomas Langford, head of the Business Education Department 
at the University of Rhode Island. On Monday, May 9, Mr. James 
Alves, Director of ESL (English a Second Language) at Bristol Jr. 
High School, will talk about multi-cultural education. Then on 
Friday, May 13, the course will wind up with student visiting 
Allendale Insurance Company in order to observe modern business 
technology in action. 
May 11, 1977 
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This Week's Question 
"What has been your most 
memorable experience at Bryant?" 
"Freshmen Orientation 
Weekend~' Sue Mikenis 
"Meeting Russ Garber" 
Roy Nogouski 
"HOOP" 
Linda Meader 
"Last year's Spring Weekend'" 
Christopher Dick 
"Their hasn't been one ... " 
Marc Pelletier 
Bryant '77 - The Y ear In Retrospect 

by Steve Sellers 
Hindsight is said to have 20-20 Undone-structure. Yet, but a reason for its continued professor who most epitomized Day improvisation. Law Day 
vIsion. We can all recall optimism abounded in existence. the traits students least admire. made us all painfully aware of 
something we wish we had September. The College began This year's Wintersession how insecure our lives are, even Jokes flew around the campus done differently, a course we what might be called a "new era" paralyzed those brave souls who within the heaven-like
about acquiring hoggish
now see we should have under the leadership of Dr. opted to learn rather than burn atmosphere Bryant exposes. proclivities from swine flufollowed. In short. we wish our William O'Hara, the new in the Florida sun. Snowstorm Parents' Weekend was less
shots. Everyone and his dog was foresight had the eyesight of our College President. A firm backer after snowstorm turned the than ideal and certainty notworried about coming downhindsight. What we can see in of student rights, O'Hara campus into a winter a credit to the College in some 
with hoof-and-mouth disease
retrospect in our individual lives, provided a stabilizing el!!ment to wonderland enjoyed by few. respects.and/ or the mange. The topic of 
we can see in our College, as the Bryant Community. The spring semester started as Finally, the Senior Class gift conversation on campus soon
well. Bryant has a life of its own. sluggishly as our frozen autos. campaign exhibited theIt was not long before the shifted, however. in favor of a 
a course which it follows. and Once the blood of the traditional infatuation withCollege had something to show popular pastime for Bryant
that course can only be community began to flow. physical beauty that the newfor its prior state of disarray. The undergraduates. The newly­
evaluated by the successes and events came hot and heavy. Bell/Cloc~ Tower symbolizes.Student Center was finally opened "Pub" in the Studentfailures of the past. BR YCOL opened a boutique­ The decoration ofthe front circle dedicated and enjoyed by the Center gave rise to several 
on-wheels and continued its of the Unistructure will keep in The academic year 1976-77 student body. Concerns that the controversial issues. Remember profitable ways. Meanwhile, step with this tradition. Thehas presented THE ARCH­ new structure would be defaced when a few students became a 
work/study funds ran out and second half of the gift. a fund for WA Y with an interesting by ill-natured vandals and beer­ little too rowdy and set the threatened to leave financial aid future programs/structures will 
challenge-to recount the year blitzed students were generally . Security force into action? The 
students high and dry. Vincent be used for programs and
and evaluate the course of the without foundation. The new result was a Pub that was closed Bugliosi relieved students of projects in the future. College. Is the course the best Center relieved the over-taxed down completely and a student their mid-semester blues by THE ARCHWAY hopes to
one? What changes are needed Rotunda and gave students the body suddenly quite resentful. A giving them a healthy dose of make next year more exciting
and which of our goals is feeling of "Psychological forum held by the administra­ blood and guts Manson-style. than this year's experiences. We desirable? These are the separation" they needed. tion the next day resembled a Harry Chapin packed the Gym already have in the works some questions which we all must Nazi rally. Next, SAGA lost its While the student body with his lyrical stories and E. juicy issues which we feel will ponder. license to operate the Pub after a lounged lazily in the Pub, the Howard Hunt recounted the have more impact next fall,
complaint by the Town ofThe year began in dissatisfac­ College was looking for a new ballad of Watergate. rather than this spring. Smithfield. The College was
ation. Students returned (or first slogan for Bryant. A slogan We have helped you to ponder forced to take over the
arrived) only to be greeted by depicting the goal of Bryant as SAGA got into the spring the past year. If you like what operation.dangling wires, unfinished an educational institution was spirit with their now-infamous you see--so be it . If not--we look 
offices, untarred parking lots the objective. "Learning Today­ The year was not without its "Valentine's Day Massacre." forward to reporting what you 
cold classrooms anr! less-than­ For Tomorrow's Decisions" did light moments. The "Big Screw THE ARCHWAY proved their will do to help Bryant become 
half-a-Student Center'. The the trick and Bryant now had Award," coveted by all faculty abundance of half-baked the great College we all want it 
U nistructure more resem bled an more than a beautiful campus. members, was awarded to that creativity in their April Fool's to be. 
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**************************************************** 

: CLASS DAY 1977 : ~ Tentative Schedule ~ 
: Thursday, May 19 : 
~ Senior Class -- Marriot Inn ~ 
t -- Dinner Dance t 
~ Friday, May 20 $8.00 per person ~ 
: Afternoon : 

: Alumni 'Senior Luncheon 11:30 - 3:00 p.m. : 

~ . (Dining Hall) ~ 

: ,;,-Sit-down Luncheon Program : 
~ (Limited to seniors, par- ~ 
: ents of students receiving : 
t wards and selected alumni) ~ 
: 5 .m. - Words from : 
: the Presid~pt : 
~ --AlumnI Speaker : 

• --Presentation of Com- t 
~ . . 
t mencement Awards · : 
: (Dick Fontaine) : 
~ --Senior Class Gift . ~ 
t Committee t 
E··•• venlng t 
~ Senior Picnic 4:00 - 8:00 p.m. (Back Circle) : 

:Program : 

: --Beer --Band --Cookout : 
~Country Comfort and -(4:30 - 6:30 p.m.)~ 
iC . Student Center :­~ Both facilities will be open: 

: from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. : 

••***.******.******.***********.*~... *•••••••*******• 
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GRE Test to Change 

. College seniors planning to 
take the Graduate Record 
Examinations (GRE) Aptitude 
Test next fall will see some 
changes in the exam. A new 
section designed to measure 
analytical skills will be added to 
the traditional areas that test 
verbal and quantitative skills. 
The change, the first since the 
current form of the Aptitude 
Test was introduced in the 1940's 
is based on an extensive research 
effort initiated by the Graduate 
Record Examinati()ns Board 
that showed that analytical skills 
can be distinguished from verbal 
and quantitative skills and are 
related to academic success. 
Students, faculty members, 
and administrators from all over 
the country were consulted in the 
various planning stagt:s of the 
change in the exam. 
Educational Testing Service 
(ETS), which administers the 
exam for the I"iRE Board, 
t~hatt_he: al 
measure will enable students to 
demonstrate a wider array of 
academic talents when they 
apply for admission to graduate 
schools. 
Janis Somerville, G R E 
program director at ETS, said, 
"'The new measure will test a 
student's skills in a number of 
areas. Students will be able to 
show their ability to recognize 
logical relationships, draw 
conclusions from a complex 
series of statements, and 
determine relationships between 
independant or interdependant 
categories of groups." 
She explained that, like the 
traditional measures of the 
GRE, the new test will use 
various kinds of questions. 
"'Three types will be used in the 
analytical section: analysis of 
explanations, logical diagrams. 
and analytical reasoning 
questions. each designed to test a 
different aspect of analytical 
Somerville also explained that 
no formal training in logic or 
methods of analysis is required 
to do well on the new measure. 
"'Some analytical skills are 
required and developed in 
virtually all fields of study," she 
explained. "And, like verbal and 
quantitative skills, analytical 
skills are developed over a long 
period of time and are not 
believed to be improved to any 
significant degree by intensive 
study in a brief period of time. H 
Despite the new addition, the 
GRE will remain a three-hour 
test since the verbal and 
quantitative portions have been 
shortened and the time saved 
allocated to the new measure. 
The GRE is taken each year by 
about 300.000 college students 
as part of the admissions proces!' 
to graduate school. The exam is 
offered six times a year. while 
advanced tests in 20 subjects are 
offered five times a year 
explains ad_dition....ab_iIitY,"_Shesa_id. Thanks'iofor 
Answers to Last Week's Trivia 

I. If there is disagreement 
between partners over whether a 
ball struck by their opponents 
was out, according to "The 
Code," any doubt should be 
resolved in favor of the 
opponent. 
2. Strictly speaking, it is the 
receiving side's call for a let 
serve, but is is acceptable for the 
server's partner to make the 
service-let call. 
3. Ifa player throws his racket 
at a ball in play and hits it, he 
loses the point regardless of its 
outcome. 
. 4. Tennis balls are made by 
cementing together two hollow 
rubber hemispheres, cementing 
two identical pieces of felt over 
.the resulting rubber sphere and 
sealing the joints around the felt 
edges to lock in pressurized air. 
The balls are packed in a 
pressurized can. The sealed can 
keeps the balls from losing air. 
That's all for tennis trivia­
there's more to come this fall. 
Carol Grills Awarded Certificate 
It was announced this week by The Archway, that Miss Carol 
Grills of Bradford, Rhode Island has successfully completed all the 
requirements to receive her doctorate in phototypesetting. Miss 
Grills, in a dissertation demonstration, typed over 6,000 words per 
minute in the automatic mode with less than three mistakes per 
thousand words. The Archway wishes her success in her future 
endeavors.being in the 
tc 
m 
Schlitt Ught Deer 
Thanl.,s for helping to put the SCHLITZ LIGHT [)EEf\ Search 
Light in the limelight. We tried to include a few stumpers, and 
we hope you had fun. We did. 
[)ut it's time to turn off the Search light for the summer. 
I3efore we go, here are last weel<s winners and answers. And a 
. thought or two. 
Search Light is on vacation, but SCHLITZ LIGHT isn't. And 
wherever the summer tal.,es you, SCHLITZ LIGHT [)EEf\ will be 
near. From the Atlantic to the PaCific. 
Lost week's answers are: A-Zoology; B-Slapstick; 
(-Armstrong; D-Draft; E-Beauty, and make it Zestful. 
Sea hJames Manville Chip Reichhard · Jim Dunn rc Barbara Mayer Steven Looney Peter Vimini Light William Scit~m Jim Bennet Jeffrey Galli 
WINNERS Janet Schwartz Karen Ann Miller Ted Kunker 
Scott Pinette 
Enjoy your breal.,. Hope we see you all again. And thanl.,s 
from everyone at Schlitz, and your local Schlitz distributor. 
It took Schlitz to bring th~ taste to light 
... but it tool"\ The Archway to bring you the Search Light. 
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"Ask Lucky" J• 
.tl by LUCkY". Pierre l'
•Hi there, ho there, hey there! I'm here and not 
We're abnormal as can be! Hello Back at the Dorm, 
boys and girls. This is the last few Getting wrecked!! 
weeks for some of us here at the It doesn't rhyme in the end, Mickey Mouse Club. Pretty but then, if everything was
soon you'll all be out in that cold, perfect. life would be no fun. 
cruel world where never is beard, Speaking of no fun. I received 
an encouraging word and this letter concerning end of the 
everybody is after your job. But year parties and banquets. It
cheer up! Graduation is almost 
seems this person did not know here and what a good time that the proper etiquette for these
will be. (This article reads almost 
occasions. Ahh yes...The hassles
as bad as Roman News.) Think 
of being involved. Here we go ... 
of the enjoyment involved. What 
a way to wrap-up your college Dear Lucky, 
experience; sitting in the hot sun Over the past year, I have
with temperatures reaching high belonged to several committees into the 90's. Or maybe it will and organizations. I never did
rain and everyone will be packed much, seeing how most of these into the gym. Then as perfumed groups were about as useful as 
mothers slowly wilt and fidgety lips on a chicken. But as usual, fathers mutter quiet obscenities there was a problem. They all
about the speaker under their held either a party or a banquet breath, you can sit there with and I felt a little funny at these. your hangover and smile politely 
to all the relatives you haven't (We interrupt this letter to bring 
seen in three years. Such a gala you a special bulletin. The 
event. Too bad it only happens Unitect'States PostaJ'Service has 
once in a lifetime! To commerate just announced a new marketing 
this festive occasion, I wrote a scheme to sell more 13c siamps. 
The plans involves the mixing orlittle poem that helps sum it up 
hashish with the glue on the back 
Here it is; of the stamp. Officials feel that 
this will encourage the use ofOn graduation day 
stamps and help the financial I look at trees. 
situation of the Post Office. We I also see the sky, 
now return you to the regularly 
While itting in scheduled letter in this column.) 
My funny gown, First, no one there knew each 
other, since meetings were 
usually held on a tri-annual 
basis. Next, I wasn't sure what to 
wear. Some celebrations were 
poor attempts for a show of 
class, while others turned into 
beer-drinking marathons at 
The Country Comfort. The only 
pre-req uistte· for dress that I 
knew of was a plastic smile. You 
always have to wear a smile at 
these things. 
The last thing that bothers me 
was when should I leave one of 
these affairs? Do I stay all night 
with the rest of the hard-core 
celebrants or quickly get out 
with the rest of the administ­
rators? Could you lmswer these 
questions so I can be socially 
correct when next year these 
little get togethers roll around. 
signed, 
Publicly Aware 
Dear P.A., 
Your problem is a common 
one lately with the types of 
rejoicing abounding on the 
campus. Here are a few tips from 
my book entitled, "K.now What 
To K.iss And When". (Hard 
cover version only $1 3.95.) 
The first thing you must 
remember is that R.S.V.P. on 
the invitation is absolutely 
useless. It's there just for filler. 
Why? Because you're supposed 
to go to everything that you 
reci eve an invjtation for 
regardless of how you fee\. 
Otherwise you ' re a socia l 
deviate. totally lacking in "class" 
a nd a comple te pooper. 
Therefore. when you recei e an 
1O"ltallon. e peel a car to be 
waiting ;or you the night of the 
affair. 
Next you want to know what 
to wear. Well, if you think it's 
going to be beer drinking 
marathon, then you'd better 
wear your rubber suit. On the 
other hand though, if it looks 
like one of those banquets where 
they hand out all those dumb 
awards and tell each other how 
great they are, perhaps you 
should, once again, wear a 
rubber suit. Stuff always flies at 
these thing . 
As far as all those people you 
don't know, they're adminis­
trators. Usually characterized by 
leaving right after the meal or 
those dumb awa rds, thei r 
primary purpose is for adding 
"class" and accumulating 
"points". (For those who don't 
understand the point system, it 
works something like this: Have 
a banquet. The more the 
administartors, the more the 
points. The more the points, 
more the "favors" next yea r. It's 
really simple once you learn how 
to play.) 
. Your ' question on when to 
leave is definitely a tough one. I 
have two strategies that are fairly 
effective. The fITst tactic is for 
short-term stays where you want 
to get out as quickly as possible 
without causing a scene. Forthis 
you must maneuver yourself 
around the room greeting 
everyone, making sure you get 
proper exp osu re . A f te r 
everyone's seen you and have 
remarked how odd you look in a 
rubber suit, merely walk into the 
bathroom, slip out the window 
and you're home free! (Caution: 
& I UU n lit) hrin~ a da/~ if I au 
plan to use this st;ategy.) 
The other plan is long term in 
its design. As you enter, ignore 
everyone, go straight to the bar 
and sit there for the next three 
hours. - (Including through the 
meal.) At the end of the three 
hours, get up and walk out. No 
one wi ll complain. This is a great 
move if you don't wa nt to go to 
any more of that particular 
group's functions. 
There is one more alternative 
that always gets you on 
everybody good side, that being, 
not to go. Although you will be 
classified as a diseased person 
who is stuck-up and the "King of 
All Poopers", this method is 
usually sure-fire. 
Well, there are the choices, all 
you have to do is pick one and 
ride it out. Good luck! 
LUCKY 
I was told not to write much 
this week and in an attempt to 
cooperate with the management, 
·1 cutting this one short. I' ll be 
back next year to answer all 
those "questions" that you have 
about the school and other 
things. Until we meet again, I 
leave you with this quote to keep 
in mind during the summer. 
"When al\ else fails .. . Give UP!" 
I 
RING co. 
officifl/ 'rYfln! Co/lege rings 
FINALSROW 
MAKES A GREAT 
GRADUATION GIFT 
Rotunda 
9:30 • 2:00 6:00 • 8:30 
another service of 8RYCOL 
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Interview with ZZ Top: Tribute to 	 1977-1978

Te']as
by Norm Mowry 	 Fall "Semester, 1977 
On April 21, nine days before 
their Providence Civic C.:nter 
engagement, ZZ Top, "the l'il 
Ole Band from Texas" called 
from their hotel rooms in 
Rochester, N.Y. to talk about 
the Stones, guitars, and the ZZ 
Top World-Wide Texas Tour. 
Bassist Dusty Hill, drummer 
F rank Beard and lead guitar 
wizard Billy Gibbons all took 
turns 'on the other end of the line. 
NORM: Dusty, what kind of 
guitars and equipment are you 
presently using? It looks like you 
have an old Precision. 
DUSTY; On stage I use a '66 
Fender Telecaster. I've got two 
of them in case I break a string, 
or . something goes wrong with 
one of them in the middle of a 
like Clarence "Frogman" Henry. 
NORM: Who do you like as a 
bass player? Any favorites? 
DUSTY: I like a lot of bass 
players. I like Stanley Clarke. 
NORM: Billy, you use a 1959 
Cherry-burst les Paul, don't 
you? 
BIllY: Yes, it's a 1959. 
NORM: Do you use any other 
guitars? 
BIllY: I have an old Fender 
Stratocaster I use on occasion. 
and I've got a real interesting 
!1ibson Explorer that Frank and 
Dusty gave me. They bought it in 
Dallas. 
NORM: Is it the new model 
Explorer? 
BIllY: No. it's a 1957. 
guitar players? 
BILLY: H-mmm.... 
NORM: Is Johnny Winter in 
there? 
BillY: Yeah, definitely. I 
kind of like Keith Richards, he's 
quite a tasty 01' player. 
NORM: You said it! 
BillY: Yeah, we played 
together in Hawaii, ZZ Top and 
the Stones back in '72: We 
compared guitar collections and 
had a great time. He's got quite a 
few instruments. 
NORM: Frank, I once read 
you knew only three beats. One 
was the Monkey Beat, what were 
the other two? 
FRANK: The Shuffle and the 
Cut-Shuffle. 
NORM: Do you find it hard 
Sept. 4 
Sept. 4-5 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 7 
Sept. 21 
Oct. II 
Nov. 9 
Holidays 
Oct. 10 
Nov. 7 
Nov. 23 
Dormitories Open-Freshmen and Transfer 
Students 
Orientation 
Registration and Testing-All Dorms Open 
Classes Begi'n 
Final Date-Submission of Drop/ Add Forms 
Monday Schedule of Classes 
Monday Schedule of Classes 
Columbus Day 
Veterans' Day 
Thanksgiving Recess Begins 12 Noon-Dorms 
Close 
Nov. 27 Dormitories Reopen 
Nov. 28 Classes Resume 
Dec. 16-23 Culmination and Examination Period 
Dec. 23 Semester Ends 
Dec. 27 Grade reports due no later the \0:00 a.m. 
Wintersession-1978 
Jan. 2 
Jan. 3 
Jan. 20 
Dormitories Open 
Classes Begin 
Classes End 
set. I'm using a Rio Grand amp 
that's custom made. 
NORM: Is there a story 
behind the name ZZ T op.,? 
D USTY: Yeah, but we never 
say. 
NORM: Helene, you publicist in 
New York said there was an 
interesting character involved 
with your new "El Diablo" hit. 
What's tbe deal? 
D USTY: El Diablo i about 
this Mexican down in Texas who 
was a big dope dealer a round 
San Antonio. and to cut down 
his competition, kiUed them. 
Finally. they arrested him and 
put him in the state penitentiary. 
He had tried to escape with 
hostages but g Ol killed. They 
called him "tbe devil of Mexico." 
NORM: ZZ Top is very much 
NORM: They'reworthalotof 
money. 
BillY: Yeah, they paid 
through the nose for it. Well, not 
necessarily through the nose, 
[hey paid ... what's the word I'm 
looking for? 
NORM: A lot. 
BILLY: Yeah! 
NORM: Jimi Hendrix 
supposedly gave you a national 
plug as being a "very good, 
young guitar player." To set 
things strajght, where did you 
'meet J uni? 
BilL Y: We met in Texas. 
NO RM: Through anybody? 
BillY: No. we were just 
working on the same tour, and 
we became friend. through thaI. 
It was real nice, he was really 
quite a guy. 
NORM: You use an awful lot 
playing for ZZ Top? 
FRANK: Because I only 
know three beats? 
NORM: Yeah. 
FRANK: No, the three-beat 
thing is a little bit of an 
exaggeration. I know at least a 
hundred different beats, like the 
Work Horse, the Rock Steady, 
the REggae Shuffle, the Full 
House. 
NORM: Have you been 
experimenting with any big solos 
for this tour? 
FRANK: No. I'm not going to 
do any solos. I work hard 
enough as it is, I'm not gonna 
give those two sucker a break so 
they can go off stage and drink 
lone Star. No, we play the 
whole two h ucs to tb r. 
NO RM; Do you have any last 
words you might like printed? 
Are you ready for Providence? 
·Subject to change 
S pring ~ Semester, 1978 
Jan. 22 
Jan. 23 
Jan. 24 
Feb. 7 
Feb. 21 
Mar. 29 
Holidays 
Feb. 20 
March 17 
Mar. 27 
Mar. 28 
M ay 11-18 
May 18 
May 23 
May 20 
Dormitories Reopen 
Orientation & Registration 
Classes Begin 
Final Date-Submission of Add / Drop Forms 
Monday Schedule of Classes ' 
Monday Schedule of Classes 
Washington's Birthday 
Spring Vacation Begins at 4:00 p.m. 
Dormitories Close 
Dormitories Reopen 
Classes Resume 
Culmination & Examination Period 
Semester Ends 
Grade Reports Due No later Than 10:00 a.m. 
Commencement 
Summer Intersession, 1978 
May ').9 Dormitories Open 
May 30 Classes Begin 
June 16 Classes End 
blues oriented. Which blues 
artists did you listen to? Any 
Muddy Waters? \ 
of equipment. do you know how 
. much it costs you per night? 
BIllY: No. Howard Bloom, 
F RANK: I'm ready for 
Providence, but I don't want to 
give any last words. T hat like 
Summer Session, 1978 
J une 19 Classes Begin 
eating in a terminal cafe in anDUSTY: Sure I listened to our public relations man in New Holidays airport, you go in and that's it.Muddy. I listened to Bowlin' York has a lot of those figures, July 3, 4 Independence DayNORM: Well, I'll see youWolf. I played with lightnin' but I know it's qu ite an July 25 Classes End \"hcn you get to Providence.astronomical sum to get the gearHopkins and Jimmy Reed for a 	 July 26 Dormitories Close 
fro m place to place. 	 FRANK . Yeah, o kay. you can while. I played with Freddie Subject to Changetell 'em 10 fasten their seat belt !King fo{ a pretty good while. NORM: One last question. 

Delta blues is what I Iistended to, Who do you consider to be good NOR M: I will. 
 Dates to Remember 
August 31 	 Sched ules not cleared for financial obligation 
will be cancelled and names deleted fro m class 
lists.OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 
September 6 	 Tuesday-Registration upper level of the 
R otunda. Students who did not receive theirGOODBYE
Can You Qual((y? official schedule in the mail must pick it u p 
between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. If schedules are 
not picked up. students will be clas Hied as 
"Non'returning." Evening Division classes begin 
*Career oriented' * Sports minded 
*Ambitious *Self Disciplined LYNNDA 	 at 6:30 p.m. 
*Agressive *Capacity 10 learn 
September 7 	 Wednesday-Classes begin at 8:00 a.m. *Drive a car 
Our growth has made it necessary to hire two September 21 	 Wednesday-Final date for schedule revisions. This Years Bryant 'College 
additional Sales Representatives. All Add/ Drop forms must be turned in to the
Bowling Championships were Registrar by 4:00 p.m. We Offer: won by the Invalids; Bill Busch, 
NOTE: Students receiving a schedule by mail will be assumed to be in Tom Massad, J im Ferrina and 
attendance. If for some reason the student does not return, it is his or *Average annual earnings - $20.000 Tut Dellarocco. • Fringe benefits her duty to notify the Registrar in writing. NON-ATTENDANCECongradulations
· Special training does not constitute withdrawal. on being #1. 
• Young experienced management 
·Guaranteed income 
• Promotion based on merit not time Transvestites to Hold Annual Convention at Bryant 
·Grow with the company 
• Meet new business & professional people daily 
• Be your own boss Itwas announced earlier this feature chocolate hipster sale since most of the 
*Limited travel (home every night) week by the Business cookies, assorted fruit cakes, participants are within walking 
Accomodations Office that the mixed nut crunchies . The distance. Everyone is urged to 
Annual National American highlight of the sale will be the attend this marvelous opportu­
Interviews will be held on campus on Monday. May 16. 
For an interview contact: 
• League (AN Al) ofTransvestites date bars. 	 nity when graduation is over. 
Stanley Shuman. 	Director. Placement o.ffice will be holding a master bake A spokesman for the Security will be the co-host of 
~-----------------------~ sale in the Country Comfort organization stated that Bryant this event. Proper d ress 
during graduation. The sale will 'was an excellent choice for the required . 
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Rhode Island Junior College 

(Warwick Campus) 

presents 

SPRING FESTIVAL '77
. 
Friday, May 13 -Sunday,May 15 
\ Carnival with: Saturday - Music by: 
*Games Rizz Pousette-Dart Band 
* Barbeque Menu Tom Rush Morning After 
*Rides Sunday - Music by: 
*Booths Back Slap Band*Races 
*Softball James Montgomery Blues Band 
Admission S••OO per carload with College 1.0. 
SZ.OO w ithout College 1.0. 
Dr. John Williams 
Awarded A.P.D. 
Accredited Personnel 
Diplomate, by the Accreditation 
Institute of the American 
Society of Pelilionnel Admini­
strators. 
,.. 'ale 
I 
'e' I'. jobs 
GI' n!)! 'm' 'm 
Position: Part-time work-­
typing and shorthand. To start 
after exams. Regular work 
through Intersession. 25 hours a 
week. Hours flexible. Commuter 
student only. Leave message 
with your name, telephone 
number, and best time to call. 
Dr. Fischman, Office No. 330. 
Job for Barmaid, Bartender, 
Waitress at Poplo's Pub, 2949 
Hartford Ave., Johnston, RI. 
Call 934-9881. l-&ifor ;~Ie i~"'1 
a 55J1lJ' 'm' 'oIDE::! a 
BSR 810 Turntable 9 months 
old $70.00. Ask for Robby. 232­
0280. 
Sunfish Sailboat, orange and 
yellow, two year old. perfect 
condition. Call 232-0025. 
Two GR-78 14 steel-belted 
radial tires. Under 5,000 miles of 
wear. Asking $50, offers 
considered. Call 785-1464, ask 
for Alan. 
Refrigerator!! Price to be 
negotiated-Call 232-0344 or 
come to Dorm 5, Room 422­
Cheap! 3 foot by 2 foot, double 
the size of rented ones! 
&.iii.' 'Ii)! "'IDEB 
Ilost and foundl 
.....11' 'Iii' 'IICES 
St. Jude Medal. If found, 
please contact Mike (Smoke) at 
232-0127. Thank You 
~king for a room on 
~us with anyone who 
currently does not have a 
roommate . for next year. 
Contact Maureen 232-0152 
At this time I would like to 
thank my mother and father who 
made my college career possible. 
Thanks. 
PCB 
Breaker to that Green Machine 
one more time: 
Appreciate the year and the 
arrangement we made. You're 
crazy, but sometimes it brought 
on laughter. Good luck next 
year. I hoe your roomie finds a 
girl quick. 
10-7, 

Quarter Pounder 

Invalids Brewery, 
Pick on someone your own 
size. 
The Prevention of 

Juvenile Delinquents 

Mike S. 
Thanks for coaching The 
Spikers. We need you for 
volleyball next fall. 
Spikers A Team 
Kiddo, 
Stop doing homework-your 
brain might get clogged. 
Your Library Companion 
Pit 7, 
We're going to have a blast 
next year. 
Eichelwoman 
Gina Maria, 
Eat your spaghetti with me 
at balls, not with Lambrusco. 
The Greenville Inn 
Mike Manse, 
Good Greek news last week; 
back in the gammino trucks. 
(zing) Think of some new trivia 
questions. 
KR and WR 
Spatcher: 
You've been so great these 
past few weeks. I wish we had 
more time together. Take care 
and keep in touch. 
Love, Nancy 
Brian, 
New Hartford isn't that far 
from Mamaroneck. 
Donna 
Brian, 
Although we may not be 
together as much as we'd lik~ this 
summer, you will be with me 
daily in my thoughts. 
Lynne, Lori, Kathy, Paula, 
It's been a great two years 
together. Remember all the fun 
times and the sisterhood that we 
have shared. Good luck on the 
outside. 
Donna 
To my remaining sisters-let 
the party play on! 
Donna 
Connie, 
Thanks for a great semester. 
Hope it was as good (nice) as 
yours. Hope to see you over the 
summer. 
Love, Phil 
To the "Chief', 
Happy Birthday! 
Brian, 
These past six months have 
been the best. Thank you for 
coming into my life and for 
bringing me the happiness that 
you have. I know we'll make it! I 
love you. 
Donna 
Chrisy 
Nice game 7-5, but the bugs 
were on my side, I was facing the 
wind, the sun was in my face, I 
wasn't wearing the right color 
socks. etc. Nex t time . .. 
Jimmy 
To Eddy, Figgy, Vicki, and Billy 
(wanna cookie?) I love you guys 
and I'll miss you next year. 
Love, Suzy 
To the O.J. Kid 
Waking up to your munchin 
out at early hours was quite an 
experience. I'll miss you and all 
the good times we had this year. 
Keep in touch. 
Love, Rock 
J.H. 
Do you get madder or more 
maddest? There is a difference . 
Where are the Po kia-dotted 
leper. 
TTL., 
No greater love exists. 
J .T.F. 
WHO'S WHO 
in 
TABLE TENNIS 
Harry Ping 
and 
Denise pong~1 
of 
Norwich. CT 
~-----
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Tina, Patty, Bunny, Ann, Angie, Parnell, Scatterbrain, and Pigi­ Brian 	 Invalid Girls, Foley, Mac, and Henry, 
Bev, Debo, Claudia, Maryann, You've been the greatest These past 6 months have Thanks for the mugs! And forYou guys make it easy to have 
roommates, thanks for been the best. Thank you forAce. and Opie 	 the time and effort given intofriends . 
I'm really going to miss all of everything. Good Luck in the coming into my life and for .putting us ahead in yet another 
James T. you. I'm glad our paths crossed years ahead, keep in touch. bringing me tb' happiness that ·sport. You'll always be # I in our 
Love ya, you have. I knuw w,!'ll make il! ; at Bryant 'cause you're the best 	 books.Invalid Girls, 
people there ever were. See you Donna love VOl! 	 Your coachesThanks for the mugs and for Donna Invalids:at Alumni! 	 Dear Bob,the time and effort given into Can't believe 4 yrs. are overLove ya 	 So you're finally graduating. Francine,putting us ahead in yet another already. From 12 to 41 not bad, Match Do you realize that this is the Above all courage, We cansport(s)! You'll always be no. I Kevan 	 first stepping stone of our future make it. We have the power­ keep it lip. The past weekend was in our boos. Good luck with the Bell plans together. Congratulations love. Love for the w_. great, going to miss you clowns 
Your Coaches System. Hope you get those bills honey. ,Francis believe it or not. Keep a couch 
in on time. I don't want to call All my love, Karen ready, & I'll see you next year as Donna,Invalids: 
one night and get--"l'm sorry the Pigi, 	 Days into weeks, weeks into an alumni. You're all great and Can't believe four years are 
number you are calling has been When are we leaving for months we have found oursehes will be remembered always. over already. From 12 to 41, not Hang tough! temporarily disconnected." I California? I'm psyched! together. You've always beenbad. Keep it up. The past know your bill will be high Guess Who there when I needed you and Pepe Lopez weekend was great, going to miss Hey Zeb­throughout your senior year. 	 we've shared the greatest times you clowns believe it or not. To my remaining sisters-Let 	 It's Pepe not Peppe. Figures, Former Bill Collector 	 together, but the summer will be Keep a couch ready, and I'll see 	 the party play on. get an underclassman to do theHoward, 	 upon us shortly and although Iyou next year as an alumni. Donna 	 job.I'll be up sooner than you . may not always be there whenYou're all great and b\ll be 	 MDH, JPY & WMM;think, but thanks for your place you need me, please remember TKE­remembe~s always. ·Hang Thanks for all of your help, Congratulations on the 
Tough!! this year. 	 that I'd like to be, and evenadvice, and confidence over the 	 'weekend; superteams. Oh yeah , McCabe, 	 though I'm not you are forever 
Pepe Lopez 	 past two years. I wouldn't be Doc too. (finally wonAre you getting in the habit of 	 on my mind. Let's always be
where I am today without it! 	 something). Looking forward to 
Hay Zeb failing seniors? 	 together. Love Brian Besl of luck to all of you. 	 senior party and some greatJoe,Its Pepe, not Peppe. Figures, Don't worry folks the Senate Yankees here we come!!! 	 times till we leave. The party isHHow much did I love you. get an underclassman to do the Spring Weekend will be better VCK 	 just starting!More than you know. Do I love job. organi7ed than frat weekend and Bunny 	 H.B. you now. I wish you knew. My it's free! See you there. Thanks to the best big sister 	 Espo, Mouth. Pudface, "thelove for you will never die. I loveTKE Fraternally yours, 	 Freshman", Mass, Bushy,Congratulations on 	 anyone ever had! I'm glad I was you today. As I'll love youthe Independent no trouble to you during 	 Commandor, Barnx. sixteenweekend, superteams. Oh yea, 	 Htomorrow.pledging. Thanks for 	 two: the townhouse, the ghetto. Doc, too (finally won want to thank THE 	 showing 
me what SIB is all about. Although we drifted far away. the mourge, the rest of you andsomething). Looking forward to ARCHWAY for keeping me 
Love always, The memories of you will stay. I you know who you are. Takesenior party and some grea\ inlormed . You people deserve a 
Match keep them hidden in my heart. In care, live long. and prosper.times till we leave. The party is - 'found of applause. Keep up the 
Ronni, a crevice where they won't part. Hope to see you all, throughoutjust starting! great work. 
A Senior Reader At a time not so long ago, I life.You walked away from me. H.B. 	 feared retirement. Many told me Your eternal R.A . Ricky and Howie. 	 Why? You walked so far. Where Buschy­that I'd go crazy not being in Espo, Mouth, Pudface, "The Graduate and get out of our 	 are you now? I don't see you, I You better have anotherFreshman," Moss, Bushy, 	 control. Without you that mightlives. 	 don't hear you. I can't find you, I party.Commandor, Barnx, sixteen Magic and Chich have happened. Thanks for the don't know you anymore. G-5,two; the townhouse, the ghetto, 	 last few weeks. Looking forward Stoney, 	 Were you ever there? Or was it I'll always remember this year.the mourge, the rest of you, and 	 to the next few weeks and toHow do you affect my life? 	 figment of You're crew NO ONE could you know who you are, take 	 N.Y. this summer. just a my a You don't. 	 Michael imagination? No it wasn't that, I forget! Thanks for putting upcare, live long and prosper. McDuff 	
. saw you, held you, touched you . • with all my little quirks. and ju tHope to see you all throughout Lero , 	 Lynnda. remember ... Donn 8 I nOt thatThank for aU you've taught Joe I loved you. life. 	 A-2 might not be a time to 
me. 	 With all my love forever far ~way.remember!Your Eternal R.A. 	 Love. Vicky D. Russ 	 Happy 21st, Yvonne. Brian-Buschy 	 VAL,To Robby and Lenny, 	 Love. your suite New Hartford isn't that farCongratulations on finishing Mike,You better have another Living with you has made my from Mamoroneck . junior year unforgettable and your first year at Syracuse. It Too bad you got a zero onparty. 	 Donnasure went by fast. I'll see you your T.P. But we know that youregretable. To the "Chier', 
Mark, 	 C.B. graduation. can talk it up to a 90!!! 
- J..iappy Birthday! BrotherI was lucky to get a roommate Chicf., 	 Congratulations SIX A for Stan,like you. Have a good summer. Clearasil couldn't possible The Class of 77 should not destroying Pit Panthers. Great 
I'll see you in the fall. clear up all the problems you beautify the outside, why don't game, great fielding, and great After all that's been said, the 
we buy a rug for the Rotunda, or only thing wrong with you is thathave. fans.E-2 A Dinker buy a higher quality plaster for you're Polish. Janis, Laurie, and Donna,It has been excellent. We will 	 Howie.our walls, so they last for yearsXLDINKERS-45 Swillers-34 	 I could write pages reminising miss you. 	 instead of weeks. Why are I am going to send you anMaybe next year, Mark. 	 about all the memories and goodLove, 	 classrooms 85° and others 35°? early Father's Day card, because GIL 	 times we've shared, but I don'tPeggy, Donna, and Laurie 	 Improve the inside of Bryant, since you don't know whatneed to because you were there Only two weeks and Bob where we live, not the outside. 	 you're doing, that's where you're Freshman, 	 too. But, please remember that:Arace wiil be gone from us. A N on-Donating Senior 	 heading.What can we Say? 	 "All of you are special to meThank God for that . 	 Brewery,Jeannie,What a house! 	 and although we may not always
• Top of 13 	 Thanks for an average year. Thank you for my best year atWhat a year! 	 be together, I will smile when I 
Bryant College. We accomplish­Good luck next year To TF and Phi,Ep, 	 remember the good times spent Mark 
We willmiss you. Thanks for a really boring 	 ed so much in eight months . I Patti,together and cherish out HI never drink to get drunk!"Love. weekend. 	 loved every second. You have friendship forever." He's not cute. Pygy, Miss Swank, Lil Legs Swillers and XLDinkers 	 been a loveable asset to my life 
---that says it all! 

and I know we'll be together for 
APL wishes they were CT's 	 Love you all, 
Bob. 
Peggy and Donna, 	 I know it's a little early. but a long long time. I will never say 

You're almost there! All Men On Campus Pigi I'm going to say it anyway.
goodbye, just see you later, and 
 Huey:Congratulations and Good Luck 	 HAPPY BIRTHDAY! WithTo Whitey, Spike, and the remember each day that passes. It's been two great years, I'll Love, 
graduating seniors of Phi Ep The summer will bring many never forget you. Remember all love, Boo Laurie and Janis more opportunities to do more 	 B,I would like to thank you guys the good times, I'll never forget,
things, and I'll see you every Thanks for all the great times P.S . Have fun in California for helping tomake my two years 	 them. I'll miss you a I ot. 
chance I get. I will always Love, I've had in the last few weeks. I'm here the best possible. Times 
Tony Markey - The cops will 	 remember my senior year with gonna miss ya next year. Love, here won't be the same without 	 Germ 
get you next time, and you'd my babe. 	 Ladyyou. I wish you the best ofluck in 	 Scatterbrain:better pull over right away! 	 Love always, 8;321-323,whatever you do. You deserve it 	 You are still my best enemy, 
signed, CDLKQ 	 Phil You're the best! There is nobecause you're the best. 	 even though you're a freshman . better. I'm really going to miss Friendship Bonds Eternally 10-441-442-443 	 Good luck next year. To the Point, 	 you all while I'm up here.Steady 	 Thanks guys for everything. Love,I wanted to take this 	 Thanks for making my freshman You all had to be the messiest 	 Ughopportunity to thank all of you Nick B., 	 year complete because without 
The banquet was a great group I ever lived with, but on 	 Pigi: for making my first year here at 	 you guys I never could've made
the whole, we had a good time. Want to do a bong? It's notBryant a fantastic one. I'll never success. Congratulations! 	 it. I'll remember all the things So you have it in writing. I going to be like that out in the forget our times at the point; the T .O. 	 you've taught me. Good luck tolegally hand over my refrigerator working world, think we'llfamous waves and comments. 	 all of you in the future. I love you 
over to my roommate. May it survive? Probably not!!!I wish all of you who are Rosie, 	 all, 
Is your last name really always freeze up on you. Bring Love,graduating the best of luck in Y.L.F. 
everything you do. Rotunda or is it ridiculous or is it out the Lysol. I know you'll miss Me 
my signs. Howie, Lee F. has not made anyLove, roamer, or... 
Sav Wild Th~ Graduate Who's panties were those?? friends in four years. It figures! 
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Tom. 
They j ust don't appreciate 
good talent like the boomer. 
You're tops in my league 
anytime. Keep on stroking and 
good luck in your home team 
softball games. 
Love ya, 
-H.R. 
Invalids wish everyone good 
luck on your finals : Have a 
happy healthy and safe summer 
and see you in the fall . 
"The Invalids" 
There will be many surprises 
this Friday during the awards 
ceremony at the Kirkbrae 
Country Club. Don't be 
surprised if you receive one too! 
Dear Stan, 
Good luck in the future. Just 
think a year from now you'll be 
married with a kid on the way. 
The Mooners (Dick) 
Dear Chris, 

2 ~howers in one day! 

Buff 

Attention Bryant College 
Scandor has lost 44 pounds 
this semester! 
R .P. 
Congratulations Joker's 
Babes on your victories. 
Gail 
To the best suitemate in 
Bryan t College, Dorm 12, 
SEcond floor, Rooms 241-243. 
Happy Freaking Brithday, 
Huh?? 
Love, 
Georgy, Pauly. Jonny, Harrisy, 
and Eddy 
Sugar Drawers 
Your birthday on May 4 was 
great! So were you!! Love you, 
you savage!! 
Your Buddy a nd Roomie, 
OEDDIE 
Grulch. 
Don't fret about reaching 20. 
Anyone who can· bake like you 
has a long career ahead of her. 
Have a Happy. 
Luv, 
George 
Happy Birthday, Fig! 

LOve, 

EMC 

Happy Birthday, Grutch! 
Love, 
EMC 
AL 
Thanks for helping us get a 
good start in college. Good luck 
next year. 
The Brewery 
Invalids 
Just wanted to say thinks for a 
great year. Congratulations to 
the seniors. 
The Brewery 
The Brewery 
Let's stick together for the 
next three years. 
Dad 
Pepe' Lopez, 
Thanks for all that you've 
done for us in our first year. It 
wouldn't have been the same 
without you. Good luck with 
UNI-ROY-AL and come back 
and visit if you get time. 
The;: Freshman 
To all the guys in B3 and B4: 
You've all been great and 
you've made these two years 
uhbelievable. I'll never forget all 
the good (great!) times we've had 
together. Take care of yourselves 
and never forget me. 
Love, Nancy 
To Cinderella, 
I like you even though you like 
to play games! 
Hey Freshman ... Are you, or 
aren't you? I'm confused! 
Jill, 
I'm really going to miss you 
and our "Fridays"! 
Peggy 
Katie: 
I 	want to say "thanks" for 
everything--during the past two 
years you 	have not only been a 
great R.A., but a terrific friend 
as well. I'll miss you next year! 
Have fun in Scotland, and who 
knows--maybe we'll run into 
each other while we're there. 
Stranger things have happened: 
Be happy! 
Love, 
Beamer 
Tad: 
Have a great 20th brithday on 
Monday! Love and happiness to 
you always. 
If we were inoculated against 
measles, we would have gotten 
the swine flu. 
Donna: 
Enjoy intersession (I'll leave 
you my bong!), but don't forget 
to lock your door at night--you 
never know what lurks around 
the townhouses at night! 
Pigi 
To Phil, 
No more codes. I'm so proud 
of you, and I want everyone to 
know how much I love you and 
how my first year here was so 
special all cause of you. I'll miss 
the little things we used to share 
next year. but I have big 
weekends to look forward to. I 
love you. 
Jeannie 
Good luck in Germany, Rick 
and Greg. 	Thanks for all your 
help. 
Steve, Grahm, and Neil 
Nik, 
I know 	 it ' s sometimes 
difficult, but if you try to be 
optimistic and not let things get 
you <lown, everything will work 
out. Just remember, I'll be there 
all the time. . 
Love always, 
Kitten 
A team and B team 
Chalk it up to experience. We 
work hard and tried hard, but it 
just wasn't our year. At least we 
went down to defeat together. 
All, 
Thanks for blowing the ball 
game. Nobody swings at a 3 balls 
no strikes pitch. 
Fellow B team members, 
We fought hard and deserve a 
lot of credit for getting as far as 
we did . 
All Invalids, 
Have a great summer and stay 
healthy. Oh, by the way "High" 
John John. 
Lil Rap. 
P. Jamas, 
I'm glad I got to become one 
of your brothers. Good luck in 
your future endevours. I will 
always respect you for what you 
are, a bigger ... (you owe me a 
beer.) 
Wildride 
Rosie, 
There is no such word as 
"Youse." 
Frank 
Sperk,Skins. I saw your little declaration ofIt's like only yesterday we 
love. Want you to know that Iwent to the startin line together 
dig those 	 legs. Keep wearingfor the first time. Since them, 
shorts!we've taken it to the limit; 

running, drinking. and just plain Marc, 

B.S.'ing. But it's over, it's over Thanks for a great weekend. 

now! Thanks for everything and 
 Love, Barbaragood luck wherever you end up 
(Who said ESP doesn't exist?) We're glad you're graduating, 
The Only Crazy One Left Rose, because another year of 
your thorns would have been tooDoug, Easy. and John 0 ., 
much to handle. 
"The Point" won't be the same 
without you. Good luck out "Rose" 
there! Lovely to look at 
We are told,My Dearest J .M.K .• But if you touch herThe first two are done. but we She'll never loosen her hold . 
still have just begun. Happy 
Anniversary L.E.B.• 
Love Always, When do you want to be 
Dave educated? 
Willie's house in July!!! 
Blue Bug­
It's not easy to undo what's TJD. 
done. If we're not clean enough. 
Love, move out. 
Yellow Stang StUd, 
Happy Birthday. Mayall your 
dreams of Farrah come true.Lil' Legs-

What are you going to do next 
 PRL, 

year when you don't have 
 Too bad you're graduating. 
anyone to catch you at the You should have moved in 
bottom of 	stairs, run obstacle sooner. Good luck in your
courses with, spy with. or wake career. 

up in the middle of the night? 

A Friend 

To Grizz and all the otherC. B.­
coaches:Mind your own business!!! 
Thanks for a wonderful, but 
D. T.-	 short season. Better luck next 
You're the best! year. 
September 10, 1976- May 10, Love, The Cubs 

1977. Happy Anniversary Babe. 
 Congratulations Bearf> on a 
No.4, great season. 
This seemed to be the best 
Love, The Cubs 
code we had all year. 
No. I Fract. 
It's been great! Have fun overMe, 
the summer and keep in touch. Sorry to leave you but our Don't forget N.H.S . '76 andtiming was a little off, only by 
E.P.H.S. '75, and above all,
one year. I'll wait till the end then don't forget the Feelings of the
we'll decide. Stars!Love, Hun 
Love, Frick 
Margie, 
Thanx for putting up with my Cheevers and Sascwatch 
You are allowed to score morestories. 
that 3,000 points on target
Kyle Alpha.Hoss, 

You can't be in two places at signed, The Wizard 

one time. 
 Rocky, 
Dr. KR; Prof. John Hopkins The Nuzons will put you in the 
(practice your landing) Rocking hali of fame. 
Wild Ride, (Mildride) Snooper, Willy, Bleak and Kas, 
It's been real, keep in touch Thanks for the great semester. 
with yourself. Nobody Cares YOll all are the best water 
fighters I know. Keep up theBotch, 
good work. I'll really miss youTry to do 	things right. First, 
all.stop sleeping with your hat on 
and don't enter a wet T-shirt Adequate Replacement 
contest unless approved by Big Billy, 
Brother Ray. 
Living with you is an 
KR experience I will never forget . 
To the Freshman, Thanks for getting me drunk 
I t was good we all got toget her enough to agree to it. 
in our first year. You're all a Paul 
great bunch ofguys. You too, 
Steve! I hope we have another To Diane & Robin & Company 
good year together. Take it easy Thanks for letting me spend 
this summer and remember all four years in your offices, letting 
the best "war stories" everybody . me use your typewriters and 
will like to hear them in the fall. keeping me occupied between 
OB classes. See you all at weddings 
D.W. and funerals. 
I'm glad I got to become one Paul
of your brothers. Good luck in Rose, 
your future endeavours. I will You are really a Venus Fly 
always respect you for what you Trap. Believe me, I won't miss 
you or your poison. Pal, 
Thanks for making these past GOOD JOB ARCHWAY!!!! two years the greatest. I love ya. Thanks for allowing us to 
Rock voice our feelings through you. 
P.J., 
Thanks for being the best 
roommate I could have ever 
hoped for. Thanks for always 
being there and for putting up 
with me. Don't forget tocome up 
to N. H .. this summer and visit. 
I'll be down to R.1. for sure. So, 
until then . .. 
Love, Celeste 
Cyn, 
What can I say? Sincere 
thanks is all I can offer. You 
helped me through the worst 
time of my life. needless to say 
the many other times. Best of 
luck to you always-in life and 
with Bill. 
Love ya, Celeste 
John, 
I just wanted to say Thank­
You for everything. You have 
made the past two months the 
greatest. "I hope you don't mind 
that I put down in words how 
wonderful life is while you're in 
the world." 
Celeste 
Fagman, Cranston, Cello, 
Benny, Mother, and Robin have 
a good summer vacation. The 
Purple Scrunts will strike again 
next fall in full. 
Till then, Agnes O'Golderg 
Donna B. and Donna G.: 
Thanks for making my final 
year at Bryant the best one. 
From birthday parties to mixer, 
it's been really great. Look 
forward to some more fun times 
this summer and in the future. 
You're both super!! 
APRIL FOURTH 
Jan: 
As YOllsaid yourself, it's good 
to know that someone cares. 
Thanks for everything and stay 
happy (and all that stuff). 
SON OF KONG (4/ 4) 
Attention 	 Junior Accounting 
Majors!!! 
Limited time only: slightly 
used "Doc" exams for courses in 
taxes and advanced accounting. 
Do not include final exams, but 
come complete with unofficia l 
answers·! Be prepared in case the 
Doc returns next year; can also 
be used for C .P .A. Review 
Course. Free with subscription 
to FRAUD AND EMBEZZLE­
MENT, the official magazine of 
Uncertified Public Accountants. 
Contact "The Big One." 
Missy: 
Steve loves you even if you do 
stomp people and are only 14. 
Sully: 
Stop the bull and get married 
this summer (and be sure it's an 
open-bar affair), 
G-5, 
I'll always remember this year. 
You're a crew on one could 
forget! Thanks for putting up 
with all my little quirks and just 
remember Dorm 8 isn't that far 
away. 
Love, Vicky 
Laurel and Linda 
Its been a great year--I'll miss 
you both a lot! 
Love, Cindy 
Arnie, 
I believe when I fall in love 
with you, it will be forever. 
hope you feel better baby! 
All My Love, Mrs. W oogie 
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Athletic Shorts Super~eams Results 
by Jeff Tunis 
Seattle Slew won the 103rd fourth with a .368 ave. and Ron This past weekent the Phi 
running of the Kentucky Derby Yeager is seventh with a .362 ave. Epsilon Pi and Tau Epsilon 
Saturday, paying $3.00, $2.80 The New York Yankees took fraternities sponsored the Mr. 
and $2.80. The three year old son over undisputed control of first Bryant Weekend, including the 
of Bold Reasoning was ridden place (they'll be there for the rest SUPERTEAM Competition. 
by Jean Cruguet. The Derby, of the season) this weekend as First place in the men's division 
which is held every year at the ' they bombed Oakland 11-2. was won by Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
Churchill Downs, drew 15 Mickey Rivers and Roy White and the Turtles "A" won the 
starters. Seattle Slew earned both belted thre run homers for women's division. Each team 
$214,700 in his 2:02.1 minute the Yanks as Don Gullet competed in the obstacle course, 
run. Run Dusty Run finished returned to the Yank's starting truck push, trike relay, tug-of­
second and Sandhedrin came in rotation after some nagging war, and the 'Superspecial.' 
third. injuries kept the former Running through tires, rolling a 
The Atlanta Braves lost their Cincinnatti hurler on the bench. keg, and dribbling a soccer ball 
13th game in a row Saturday as The Mets, meanwhile, gained around cones were all part ofthe 
the Chicago Cubs downed the undisputed control of last place obstacle course. Contestants 
helpless Braves, 11-4. as they lost to the San Francisco were also tested on their trenglh 
Pete Rose extended his hitting Giants, 5-3. The Mets have now by pushing a huge Schlitz truck. 
streak to 20 games Saturday as losat 14 of23 games and trail the 
he belted two hits for the Reds in first place Pirates by 7 games. 
a losing cause. Pittsburgh Baseball 
smacked the Reds 12-10. Dave 
Parker of the Pirates extended R 0 undup
his hitting streak to 18. 
250 pound slugger Boog by Ed Kasinskas 
Powell is now a pinch-hitter on The Yanks have won four in a 
the red-hot Dodger ballclub. row and are currently in second 
Powell, who is 35, was released place behind Milwaukee. The 
from the Cleveland Indian,s O.fl, - ·Red Sox went over the .500 
April ' I. In 25 games with the ma,rk this past weekend, and are 
Dodgers, Powell has been up 5 tied with Baltimore for third 
times. place with identical I 0-9 records. 
Ron Cey of the L.A. Dodgers The Expo's broke the Dodger's 
The trike relay around the cones 
was hilarious by TKE and the 
Flyers. The final event was the 
Superspecial, which consisted of 
five-member teams walking and 
running with tied feet. Everyone 
present at the SUPERTEAM 
Competition had a great 
afternoon and Phi Ep and TE 
hope to make SUPERTEAMS 
an annual event for the Me. 
Bryant Weekend. 
!!l!!lEI'-U!J' 'EI' 'Ill 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank John 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 
(out of a possible 100 points) 
MENS 
TKE 
Bronx 
Brycol 
Gooses Mooses 
Goobers 
The Wall 
TEP 
WOMENS 
photo by J. W. 
62 
61.5 
56.5 
36.5 
27.5 
25 
7 
leads the majors in homers with eight game winning streak by Gahan for his dedication to the 1st Turtle A 90 
II. Cey also has 36 RBI's to go beating them 6-2 on Sunday. ARCHWA Y over the past two 2nd BSO 44 
with his .362 batting average. 
The Dodgers, who have only lost 
LA. has the best record in the 
majors with a 17-4 (.810) record. 
years. John, who wrote both 
Basketball and Soccer for the 
3rd 
4th 
Flyers 
SIB 
43.5 
35.5 
4 games out of 26, also have two 
other representatives in the NL 
Their closest competitor 'is 
Cincinnate which is 7\.-1 games 
ARCHWAY, will be graduating 
next week. I wish him luck in all 
5th 
6th 
Turtle B 
Withettes 
25.5 
21 
top ten batters. Reggie Smith is co"tl~ued to p. 28 col. 3 his future endeavors. 7th VI's 16.5 
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LIMITED SELECTION 

another service of 
AT THE BOUTIQUE 

10% OFF 
all Backgammon sets 
Lucite Frames 
small desk plants 
selected gift items 
20% OFF 
all hanging plants 
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Rookies Lead Indians Woman's Softball on an Upswing to First Sweep by Gary Shaw 
-

The Bryant College baseball 
team swept their first double 
header in 5 years last week. The 
Indians posted 7-'2 and 8-2 
victories over Stonehill College. 
Freshman pitchers Bill 
Templeton and Kevin Harrison 
went all the way in the twin bill. 
In the opener Templeton 
scattered 6 hits and Al Jone's 
two triples gave the Indians all 
the runs they needed. 
In the night cap Harrison 
allowed just four hits, Ted 
Mousseau's two hits paced the 
Varsity Tennis 

The varsity tennis team closed out the 1977 season on Wednesday 
with its fourth straight victory, a 6-3 triumph over Stonehill College. 
The victory gave the Indian netmen a final 8-2 record for the '77 
campaign, the best record ever registered by a Bryant tennis team. 
Heading the successful effort was the senior duo of Tim Brown and 
Dick Boyce. Alternating at the number one and two singles spots 
Brown compiled a 6-3 record while Boyce posted a 5-5 mark. 
Photo by Jeff Tunis 
The best individual record was posted by senior Tom Dixon 
playing at the number five singles position. Dixon lost a three set 
decision in the opening match against Providence College then 
registered nine consecutive triumphs for a final 9-1 record. 
Junior Dave J ackson playing at number three followed close 
behind Dixon with an impressive 8-2 record while freshman Tom 
Haxton compiled the third best individual mark at 7-2. , 
Despite losing his final two matches of the season, Dana Bengston, 
the number four man, finished with a winning record with six 
victories and four losses. 
Because most matches were won in the singles competition, the 
doubles teams didn't see an extensive amount of work during the 
season. However, when points were needed in the doubles the 
combination of Brown and Boyce, Jackson and Bengston and Greg 
Bickel and Matt Gugliemetti delivered successfully. 
Bryant 
Providence 
Bryant 
Bryant 
Assumption 
Bryant 
Bryant 
Bryant 
Bryant 
Bryant 
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Indian offense. 

Extra Bases ... Final home game 

IS Sunday at 1:00 vs. 

Quinnipiac ... The Indians 

played this week without two 

starters, Roy Bishop and Ted 

Ferry, both out with the German 

measles ... Bishop, Chase, Ferry 

and McMahon will all be above 

.300 for the year, and Mousseau, 

Pomerantz, and Mulligan still 

have a shot... Best of luck to 

seniors Mike Bigda, Roy 

Bishop, and Joe Monteiro. 

Season Results 
8 Gordon 
9 Bryant 
7 Roger Williams 
8 Quinnipiac 
6 Bryant 
5~ Rhode Island 
8 Suffolk 
5 Bentley 
6 SMU 
6 Stonehill 
I 
o 
2 
I 
3 
3 
I 
4 
3 
3 
Probably the most improved 
athletic team on the Bryant 
campus today would have to be 
the girl's softball team. This 
statement is evidenced by the 
fact that the team is only in its 
second year of existence. The 
thirteen member squad's record 
of 1-6 is far from indicative of 
their play. According to coach 
Holly Norton, the team shows 
great interest and ability but 
needs more time to gather in the 
finer points of the game. This 
fact is mirrored by the socres of 
the first five games. Bryant was 
outscored by a large margin in 
the first three games. Coach 
Norton attributes these scores to 
the team's concentration on 
defense rather than the offensive 
aspects of the game. This 
concept paid off as the Bryant 
Softballers used a combination 
of good defense and heavy 
hitting to chalk up their first 
victory of the year over Rhode 
Island College by a score of 17­
14. Although the team ended its 
season with two dissapointing 
losses to Worcesh Poly Tech. 
and Providence College, (the 
latter in eight innings), there are 
many positive aspects to look 
,.' !.­
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behind. 
Carlton Fisk and Thurman 
Munson are at it again. These 
two top catchers in the A.L. bied 
for the A.L. Player of the Week 
award, and Fisk came out the 
winner. He hit safely in 7 straight 
games at a .536clip, Fi k hit four 
homers and drove in II runs. 
Munson hit .458 with also four 
home runs and 7 RBI's. 
Last week, the Yankees and 
Oakland made a trade. New 
York sent pitcher Dock Ellis and 
infielder Marty Perez to 
Oakland along with a minor 
leaguer for pitcher Mike Torrez. 
Torrez was to pitch on Friday 
against Seattle, but he never 
showed up. The Yankees say he 
was bisiting his sick wife in 
Montreal, while a L.l. 
newspaper reported that he was 
fishing with his agent. 
Pitcher Bery Blyleven of 
Texas was suspended for three 
days and fined $500 for 
deliberately hitting Darrell 
Porter of K.C. Porter was hit in 
retaliation for a knock down 
pitch thrown at Juan Beniquez. 
Yankee fireman, Sparky Lyle, 
got married on Monday to Mary 
Massey in New Yor City. Mike 
Marshall of Atlanta has been 
traded to Texas for the $20,000 
waiver price. If he reports, the 
Braves will also receive a player. 
Doug Ault is the only nonpitcher 
in the majors who throws left 
and bats right. Ron Cey of LA 
broke a major league record by 
driving in his 28th run in the 
month of April. 
Dave Kingman of the Mets is 
showing his talent in the hope of 
being traded to another team on 
the west coast. Still unsigned, 
Kingman plans on playing out 
his option unless he is traded. He 
hit two three run homeruns to 
help New York defeat San Diego 
9-2. 
Monteiro, "A Most 

Valuable Indian" 

Joe Monteiro will be ending his and no other athlete in the 
four year career this week. The school has gained respect by his 
Bryant Baseball Captain will fellow players as much as bas 
leave with the school record in Joe. When' Joe is around it's like 
home runs (19) and as one of the having a third coach; his absence 
all-time leaders in RBI's. will be felt in the future. The 
Indians wish him the best ofJoe will be sorely missed, but 
luck.especially in one area, 
leadership. He has been the Thanks Joe 
Indian captain fJ)r two years, Bryant '9' 1977 
Ledger Photo 
forward to next season. Coach 
Norton is very enthusiastic over 
the pitching performance of 
Dottie Pope and Pat Kinghorn. 
The two freshman Hurlers are 
considered by many rivals to be 
among the best they have seen all 
season. Also high on the list are 
freshman second basewoman 
Charlene Smith and freshman 
Lorie Deshong, a good hitter 
with a strong arm. She had three 
putouts in the loss to 
Assumption. 
Rounding out the squad are 
freshman cf., Erin Nickerson, 
Photo by Jeff Tunis 
soph. 1ft., Pat Gallee, juniors 
Betsy Eldon, Clair Laferriere 
and seniors Linda Keeler and 
Deborah Perlot. Two subs who 
see action are Janet SpindeU and 
Debbie Weinberg. 
Coach Norton, a University of 
Kentucky graduate, looks 
toward next season with high 
hopes. She points out that with 
the ability of the returning 
starters and an influx of good 
freshman players the team 
should be fairly solid. If desire is 
any indication, then the team 
should be undefeated. 
